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More than Products ...

You are looking for promotional merchandising 
 that inspires? As one of the leading suppliers of  
promotional articles, we are your specialist for

// Consultation // Conception // Production
// Importation // Branding // Distribution

of promotional merchandise of all sorts.

With much experience, considerable commitment  
and optimal technical facilities, we offer you  

the best conditions for your success  
with your campaigns.
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Welcome
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Novelty

We comply with regulation 
food contact safe directive,  
EN 71 (Toy Safety Directive)

Special Branding 
IMould, Sublimation, CO2-Engraving, 
UV-digital print, Heattransfer

Top Quality 
Made in Germany, Made in Europe

Service Features 
24 hour dispatch, batteries included

IMPORTANT!
Illustrations can differ. Changes and errors excepted. 
Special colours can be produced from certain quantities of items. Some material modifications are possible, too. The illustrated imprints in the 
catalogue are examples for individual imprints which we develop specifically for each customer when desired (the price does not include the 
printing costs). For the appropriate printing method we choose the less expensive variant, if not wanted differently. For further questions please 
call our sales staff. We would like to inform you individually and competently. Due to technical reasons it is possible that some of the shown articles 
in the catalogue do not correspond to the original colours. If necessary, please order appropriate samples which stand for the according colour of 
delivery. All articles with customer print, illustrated in this catalogue, only demonstrate the printing possibilities or stand for reference purposes. 
Please note that in the case of set items the content is not completely made in Germany or Europe. The rights on the shown logos and 
brands as well as shown special products are exclusive by the respective copyright/trademark owners.
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Eat & Drink
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Cereal bowl "Eco" 
Bol à muesli "Eco" 09301 

Elegant bio trend in natural colours. Round cereal or snack cup 
made from biodegradable bamboo fibre, water, resin and grain. 
The cup is very stable.

 eco-bamboo   ø 150 x 70 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 45 mm)

Beaker "Eco" 
Gobelet "Eco" 09303 

Great beaker made from biodegradable bamboo fibre, water, resin 
and grain. The beaker is of slightly conical shape. Capacity: 0.43 
litres.

 eco-bamboo   ø 90 x 130 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 45 mm)

Coffee mug "Eco" 
Gobelet "Eco" 09304 

Useful To-Go-beaker made from biodegradable bamboo fibre, 
water, resin and grain. The beaker is of slightly conical shape. The 
silicone sleeve and the silicone cap are removable. Capacity: 0.43 
litres.

 eco-bamboo   ø 95 x 145 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 30 x 10 mm)

Snack cup "Eco" 
Bol à encas "Eco" 09302 

Natural colours and a natural material. Square cereal or snack 
cup made from biodegradable bamboo fibre, water, resin and 
grain. The cup is very stable.

 eco-bamboo   131 x 131 x 60 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 30 x 60 mm)
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Coffee mug "Eco" small 
Gobelet "Eco", petit 09306 

For the small coffee to go. To-Go-beaker made from renewable 
resources such as bamboo fibres and grain. The beaker has a 
slightly conical shape and is even dishwasher-safe. The silicone 
sleeve and the silicone cap are removable. Capacity: 0.27 litres.

 eco-bamboo   ø 72 x 105 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 185 x 22 mm)

Storage jar "Eco" 
Boîte de stockage "Eco" 08751 

Take your snack with you… in this noble three-piece eco box. The 
box is made of renewable resources like bamboo fiber, water, 
resin and grain. It offers a lot of space and can be easily trans-
ported in a bag or backpack. The lid is held in place by an elastic 
strap (65% polyester and 35% latex).

 eco-bamboo   185 x 125 x 63 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 85 mm)

Beakers are also available without sleeves. 
Art.: 09305 Beaker „Eco“ small

From renewable  
raw materials

Timeless, modern and  
natural colours
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Storage box "School Box" deluxe,  
 without separating sleeve 
Boîte de conservation "School-Box" deluxe, 
sans coupe de sép 05296 

More space for your lunch. Spacious lunchbox made of PP with 
click closure. Ideal for the storage and transportation of large meals. 
The box is food-safe and 100% BPA-free. Its surface is ideal for an 
imould-imprint.

 plastic/PP   190 x 139 x 70 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 85 x 140 mm), IMould (4C, 157 x 101,5 mm)

Storage jar "Cube" deluxe 
Boîte de stockage "Cube" de luxe 05299 

Compact lunchbox in square format with one click closure. Thanks to 
the shape and the ample height, it is ideal for bread rolls and sandwi-
ches. IMould finishing possible.

 plastic/PP   140 x 140 x 65 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, ø 87 x 87 x 87 mm), IMould (4C, 100 x 100 mm)

Box also available with removable  
separation cup (05297).

Box also available with removable  
separation cup (05301).
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Storage box "Hot and cold" 
Boîte de stockage "Chaud et froid" 05200 

Handy square-shaped storage box for cooling and heating delicious 
meals. The removable lid includes a rotary knob which allows the 
steam to escape during the heating process in the microwave. Dis-
hwasher safe and microwave safe up to +110°C.

 plastic/PP   220 x 210 x 70 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 70 x 20 mm)

Cereal box "Cereal" 
Boîte à bec pour aliments en vrac "Cereal" 
04777 

Whether flour, sugar or corn flakes – all of this can be put in this 
cereal box. Due to the removable lid and the large opening it is much 
easier to fill and pour out the contents. The curved shape guarantees 
a comfortable use. Capacity: approx. 2.5 litres

 plastic/PP   218 x 110 x 215 mm
 IMould (4C, 298,5 x 153,5 mm)

Storage box for cooling and heating 
delicious meals.

BPA-free

Practical lid with  
chute opening

Perfect for food storage

Large volume 2.5 l

Box also available with removable  
separation cup (05301).
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Bento box "Narita" 
Bentobox "Narita" 09080 

Der beste Freund für die Brotzeit. Tolle Kunststoffdose mit  
zwei Verschlussgelenken, inkl. Trennwand und integriertem  
Dipschälchen. Der beiliegende Göffel findet auf dem Deckel  
dieses Schälchens seinen Platz. Die Silikondichtung am Deckel 
sorgt dafür, dass nichts ausläuft.The best friend for your snack. 
Great plastic box with two locking hinges, incl. partition wall and 
integrated small dip bowl. The provided spork finds its place on 
the lid of this small bowl. The lid of the lunch box offers a silicone 
ring for better sealing.

 plastic   230 x 150 x 75 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, ø 50 x 50 x 100 mm)

Bento box "Mitaka" 
Bentobox "Mitaka" 09081 

A lot of space, including cooling function. Plastic box with two 
levels, lockable by two click-closure hinges. Including removable 
cold pack in the intermediate level, fork and spoon and silicone 
sealing at the lid.

 plastic/PP   200 x 135 x 95 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, ø 60 x 60 x 120 mm)
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Storage jar "Silicone" big 
Boîte de conservation "Silicone" grand 09594 

Spacious when used, space-saving when stored. Foldable silicone 
lunchbox with plastic lid and four snap fasteners. Microwave-proof 
up to +120°C. The silicone plug in the lid lets escape the steam when 
used in a microwave oven so that no pressure can build up inside the 
bowl.

 plastic/silicon   220 x 140 x 70 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 50 mm)

Lunch box "Aluminium" 
Boîte de conservation "Aluminium" 08456 

The robust one. Great aluminium lunch box with clamping brackets 
for secure closure. The cover can be removed. Not just for construc-
tion sites!

 metal/aluminium   170 x 117 x 50 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, ø 55 x 55 x 105 mm), UV-digital print (4C, 55 x 105 mm)

Lunch box "Metallic" 
Boîte réserve "Metallic" 08457 

Robust. Great lunchbox made from aluminium with clamping 
brackets for safe closing. The lid is completely detachable and can 
also be used as a small plate. The dark grey colour displays the 
special surface finish and making this box more elegant and scratch 
resistant.

 metal/aluminium   180 x 120 x 55 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, ø 55 x 55 x 105 mm), UV-digital print (4C, 55 x 105 mm)

Storage jar "Square" 
Boîte de conservation "Square" 09968 

Spacious square box with high completely removable lid with four 
snap fasteners. Inside the box, there is a displaceable wall which 
separates different foods from each other.

 plastic/PP   160 x 160 x 80 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 80 x 80 mm)

Also available as a small version. 
Art.: 09595

foldable
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Salad bowl "To Go" 
Plat à salade "To Go" 07888 

In this box, your salad and dressing will stay crunchy and fresh. It 
is multi sided and consists of a white underside for the salad and a 
green cover with built in holders for the plastic fork that is included. In 
between there is a green insert with three addiditional compartments 
for toppings and various herbs, as well as a white dressing holder 
with a screw on lid. Due to the clicking close mechanism, all food can 
be freshly and safely stored and transported.

 plastic/PP   ø 190 x 190 x 190 x 115 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 5 x 50 mm)

Salad shaker "To Go" 
Shaker salade "To Go" 07879 

All-in-one. Transparent salad bowl with extra dressing container and a 
fork. All made of food-safe plastic (PP). The dressing container has a 
screwed cap and can be kept in the top of the shaker cover.

 plastic/PP   ø 110 x 180 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 40 mm)
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Cereal beaker "Spoon" 
Gobelet à céréales "Spoon" 09593 

The perfect breakfast beaker. Double-walled, transparent plastic bea-
ker with extra fillable lid. Ideal for transporting yogurt or milk and the 
cereals or other ingredients separately. The enclosed plastic spoon is 
stored inside the holder on the silicone sleeve.

 plastic/PS   ø 90 x 100 x 175 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 160 x 20 mm)

Cereal beaker "To Go" 
Gobelet à muesli "To Go" 09967 

Extremely handy plastic beaker with 2 separate chambers and screw 
cap with integrated folding spoon. The lower chamber has a double 
wall filled with cooling gel in order to keep the milk or the yogurt cool.

 plastic/PP   ø 100 x 160 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, ø 60 mm)

Double-walled cup  
with cooling gel

Folding spoon

Screwable cover
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Serving plate „Slate“ rectangle 
Plateau de service "Schiefer", rectangle 08792 

Noble serving plate made from natural slate with authentic break 
lines and four little feet in soft EVA against scratches on the table 
surface. Incl. Glossy coating on the top and bottom against water 
stains and for easier cleaning.

 stone/slate   115 x 175 x 5 mm
 laser engraving (≤ 1C, 155 x 95 mm)

11,5 cm

17,5 cm

From tectonically  
stressed rocks

Special coating prevents  
water spots

With feet made  
of soft EVA

Prepare & 
Serve

Newly
arrived
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Coaster "Slate" round 
Dessous-de-verre "Schiefer", rond 08551 

Protects against dirty glass edges and also looks elegant. Round 
glass coaster made from natural slate with authentic break line and 
three little feet in soft EVA against scratches on the table surface. 
Incl. coating against water stains.

 stone/slate   ø 100 x 5 mm
 laser engraving (≤ 1C, ø 70 mm)

Serving plate "Slate" medium 
Plateau de service "Schiefer", moyen 08553 

A noble piece for serving small delicacies. Elegant serving plate made 
from natural slate with authentic break lines and four little feet in soft 
EVA against scratches on the table surface. Ideal for chocolates or 
a small cheese selection. Incl. coating against water stains and for 
better cleaning.

 stone/slate   200 x 100 x 5 mm
 laser engraving (≤ 1C, 100 x 70 mm)

Serving plate "Slate" large 
Plateau de service "Schiefer", grand 08554 

When served elegantly, it will be twice as tasty. Noble serving plate 
made from natural slate with authentic break lines and four little 
feet in soft EVA against scratches on the table surface. Incl. coating 
against water stains and for better cleaning.

 stone/slate   300 x 200 x 5 mm
 laser engraving (≤ 1C, 100 x 100 mm)

Coaster "Slate" square 
Dessous-de-verre "Schiefer", carré 08552 

Protects against dirty glass edges and also looks elegant. Square 
glass coaster made from natural slate with authentic break line and 
three little feet in soft EVA against scratches on the table surface. 
Incl. coating against water stains.

 stone/slate   100 x 100 x 5 mm
 laser engraving (≤ 1C, 70 x 70 mm)

ø 10 cm
10 cm

10 cm

20 cm 30 cm

10 cm
20 cm
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Chopping board "Woody" round, XXL 
Planche de coupe "Woody" XXL, ronde 08364 

The large round one. Strong cutting or sandwich board with a thick-
ness of 28cm. With milled groove on the edge to prevent liquids from 
flowing down. Made from untreated beech wood. Wash by hand only.

 wood/beech wood   ø 280 x 13 mm
 CO2 laser engraving (≤ 1C, 100 x 100 mm)

Chopping board "Burano" 
Planche à découper "Burano" 08376 

Large, massive cutting board made from beech wood (made in 
Europe) incl. juice groove and handle notch. This article is made from 
a natural product and may therefore vary in colour and look.

 wood/beech wood   407 x 284 x 21 mm
 CO2 laser engraving (≤ 1C, 200 x 80 mm)

Grain wood board "Salerno" 
Planche en bois de grain "Salerno" 08375 

A serious household accessory. Large, massive grain wood board 
made from beech wood (made in Europe) with check pattern. This 
article is made from a natural product and may therefore vary in 
colour and look.

 wood/beech wood   404 x 304 x 40 mm
 CO2 laser engraving (≤ 1C, ø 200 x 200 x 200 mm)

ø 28 cm

40,4 cm 30,4 cm

40,7 cm

28,4 cm
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Serving Board "Siena", large 
Plateau à servir "Siena", grand 09454 

Ecological, small serving board made of beech wood with indented 
part on the top which prevents prepared food from slipping or falling 
off. Also ideal in combination with glass and slate inlay plates (Item 
No. 09451 and 09460). With anti-slip knobs on the bottom. Cleaning 
by hand only.

 wood/beech wood   370 x 270 x 15 mm
 CO2 laser engraving (≤ 1C, 300 x 25 mm)

Serving Tray "Salo", large 
Plateau à servir "Salo", grand 09451 

Presentation on a higher level for your food with this perfect combi-
nation of glass and beech wood. The 4 mm thick glass is particularly 
easy to clean. The wood can be finished by laser engraving. The glass 
board is finished over its entire surface in UV digital printing on the 
underside, so that food does not come into contact with the print. The 
glass plate is also available separately (Item No. 07421).

 wood/beech wood   370 x 270 x 15 mm
 CO2 laser engraving (≤ 1C, 300 x 25 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 196 x 296 mm)

37 cm

37 cm

27 cm

27 cm

European beech wood

Glass easy to clean

UV digital printing  
possible

Also available as a smaller version. 
Art.: 09453 (24 cm x 18 cm)

Also available as a smaller version. 
Art.: 09452 (24 cm x 18 cm)

Glass with UV digital printing and wood finished with CO2 laser.

Newly
arrived

Newly
arrived
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Condiments set "Bamboo" 
Set Condiments "Bambou" 06375 

High quality set consisting of white stoneware oil and vinegar cruets 
as well as salt and pepper shakers in a beautiful bamboo stand. The 
two cruets can be sealed with a plastic cap. Supplied without content.

 wood/bamboo   160 x 160 x 230 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 15 x 110 mm), CO2 laser engraving(≤ 1C, 15 x 110 mm)

Snack bowls "Bamboo" 
Bols à snack "Bambou" 06378 

For the occasional snack. Slightly curved, flat bamboo board with 
indentations to accommodate three stoneware bowls.

 wood/bamboo   300 x 125 x 47 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 1C, 15 x 80 mm), CO2 laser engraving(≤ 1C, 15 x 80 mm)

Serving Tray "Savona", large 
Plateau à servir "Savona", grand 09460 

A fine combination of slate and beech wood for an elegantly laid tab-
le. The slate is particularly easy to clean and therefore very hygienic. 
Both the slate and the wooden board are laser-engraved. The slate is 
also available separately. (Item No. 08554).

 wood/beech wood   370 x 270 x 15 mm
 CO2 laser engraving (≤ 1C, 300 x 25 mm), laser engraving (≤ 1C, 100 x 100 mm) 

37 cm

27 cm

Also available as a smaller version. 
Art.: 09461 (24 cm x 18 cm)

Shake it!

Newly
arrived

Slate with laser engraving and wood finished with CO2 laser.
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Shaker "Protein" 
Shaker "Protein" 04456 

Prepare a protein shake after the work out. This transparent shaker 
with embossed scale divided in steps of 50 ml and screw cap with 
lockable drinking opening contains a removable screen so that the 
liquid and the shaking powder mix optimally. The shaker can be 
completely disassembled and therefore cleaned thoroughly. Capacity: 
0.6 litres

 plastic/PP   ø 96 x 200 mm
 screen print (≤ 2C, 50 x 105 mm)

Embossed scale

With removable 
screen

Also available with 
a transparent  

grey body

Also available as a smaller version. 
Art.: 09461 (24 cm x 18 cm)

Shake it!
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Drinking cup "On The Way" 0.45 l 
Coupe "On The Way" 0,45 l 07173 

Big, double-walled drinking cup with straw and screw top with rubber 
seal. Made completely of transparent plastic. Volume filled: 0.45 
litres.

 plastic   ø 100 x 160 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 57 mm)

Beaker "Cuba" without handle 
Gobelet "Cuba" sans anse 08952 

Crystal clear drinking cup made from break-proof SAN plastic with 
screwable sheet metal cap incl. seal ring. The particularly useful 
feature of the cup is the integrated plastic drinking straw with stopper 
at the lower end, that prevents the drinking straw from falling out. 
Capacity: 0.45 litres.

 plastic/SAN   135 x 75 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 200 x 75 mm)

Beaker "Cuba" with handle 
Gobelet "Cuba" avec son anse 08951 

Crystal clear drinking cup made from break-proof SAN plastic with 
screwable sheet metal cap incl. seal ring. The particularly useful fea-
ture of the cup is the integrated plastic drinking straw with stopper at 
the lower end, that prevents the drinking straw from falling out. With 
useful handle for even easier handling. Capacity: 600 ml

 plastic/SAN   135 x 80 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 30 mm)
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Drinking bottle "Frutto" 0,5 l, tritan 
Gourde "Frutto" 0,5 l, tritan 09493 

Just for the slight thirst. Drinking bottle made of transparent Tritan 
with leak-proof snap lock and screwable cap. The special feature is 
the filter element inside the bottle. It can be filled with fruits and the 
bottle can be filled with fresh water. The fruits release their flavor 
through the filter slots, adding that special fruity taste to your water. 
Capacity: 0,5 l.

 plastic/tritan   ø 68 x 230 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 180 x 100 mm), heat transfer (≤ 5C, 180 x 100 mm)

Drinking bottle "Frutto" 0,8 l, tritan 
Gourde "Frutto" 0,8 l, tritan 09954 

Fruity enjoyment. Drinking bottler made of transparent Tritan with 
tight snap closure and screwable cap. The special feature is the filter 
insert inside the bottle. This can be filled with fruits and the bottle can 
be filled with fresh water. The fruits release their flavour through the 
filter slots. Capacity: 0.8 litres.

 plastic/tritan   ø 75 x 280 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 160 x 100 mm), heat transfer (≤ 5C, 200 x 115 mm)

From Tritan

With filter insert

Tight drinking snap closure 
and screw-on lid
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Drinking bottle "Acqua" tritan 
Gourde "Acqua" tritan 09952 

Crystal clear and lightweight bottle made from Tritan with screwable 
cap and special rubber plug for serving. Capacity: 0.58 litres.

 plastic/tritan   ø 67 x 230 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 100 x 180 mm), heat transfer (≤ 5C, 185 x 115 mm)

Drinking bottle "Ice bottle" 0.55 l 
Bouteille "Ice Bottle" 0,55 l 09977 

Practical drinking bottle incl. freezing element which can be taken out. 
Safety closure. The closure provides protection against damages and 
dirt. For a better grip we do have a rough handle on both sides. Em-
bossed scale for 275 ml and 550 ml on one side. Capacity: 0,55 litres

 plastic/SAN   ø 65 x 230 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 40 mm)

Drinking bottle "Guard" 0.5 l 
Bouteille "Guard" 0,5 l 09978 

Rubber bottom. Screw tight light with silicon ring. Capacity: 0.5 litres.

 plastic/tritan   ø 65 x 215 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 20 x 40 mm)

Also available as 0.35 litres variant. 
Art.: 09976
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Drinking bottle "Portland" 
Gourde "Portland" 08930 

Really sporty. Handy drinking bottle made from plastic featuring a 
screwable lid with integrated handle and foldable drinking nozzle. 
Capacity: 0.5 litres.

 plastic/SAN   ø 73 x 210 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 40 mm)

Drinking bottle "3in1" 
Gourde " 3in1 " 09073 

Drinking bottle, fitness towel and smartphone holder in one item. 
Drinking bottle with robust plastic snap hook at the bottle neck for 
easy fixture to rucksacks and sport bags. The unscrewable base of 
the bottle contains a fitness towel with cooling (cf. item no. 08932). 
The base floor can be extracted and used as a safe smartphone 
holder even without the bottle being attached. Capacity of the bottle: 
0.55 litres. Size of towel: 80 x 20 cm

 plastic/PE   275 x 100 x 70 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 200 x 100 mm), sublimation printing (4C, 820 x 220 mm)

Drinking bottle, fitness towel and smartphone holder in one item.
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Drinking bottle "Magnum" Tritan 
Gourde "Magnum" en tritan 08919 

Smart bottle with a body made from transparent Tritan and with an 
extra tight screw cap with coloured grip hole. Also well suitable for 
attaching to the backpack or other bags. Capacity: approx. 0.7 litres.

 plastic/tritan   ø 71 x 249 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 120 x 180 mm), heat transfer (≤ 5C, 180 x 100 mm)

Drinking bottle "Maverick" Tritan 
Gourde "Maverick" en tritan 08458 

Sporty and chic at the same time. Great drinking bottle with double 
walled body made from stable and transparent Tritan, with tight screw 
cap with coloured silicone and stainless steel ring. Incl. practical 
silicone strap. Capacity: 0.33 litres.

 plastic/tritan   ø 73 x 226 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 120 x 180 mm), heat transfer (≤ 5C, 180 x 100 mm)
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Drinking bottle "Atlanta" 
Gourde "Atlanta" 08953 

The crystal clear bottle made from SAN plastic with screwable cap 
made from stainless steel with rubber insert for high tightness. 
Capacity: 0.6 litres.

 plastic/SAN   ø 75 x 210 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 190 x 120 mm), heat transfer (≤ 5C, 190 x 100 mm)

Drinking bottle "Denver" Tritan 
Gourde "Denver" Tritan 08705 

Large, light, stable and tight. Bottle made of Tritan in slightly conical 
shape with firmly screwable lid and a finish in chrome look. The 
sealing rubber makes sure that even carbonated beverages will not 
leak. Capacity: 0.82 litres.

 plastic/tritan   ø 80 x 250 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 200 x 110 mm)

Drinking bottle "Austin" 
Gourde "Austin" 08927 

The perfect mix of plastic and stainless steel. Ergonomically shaped 
drinking bottle made from PS plastic with stand and screw cap made 
from stainless steel.The polyester strap which is attached to the cap 
ensures that the cap remains attached to the bottle and also allows 
the bottle to be attached to a backpack or the like. Capacity: 0.6 litres.

 plastic/PS   ø 73 x 223 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 30 mm), laser engraving (≤ 1C, 30 x 10 mm)
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Drinking bottle "Squeeze" 
Gourde "Squeeze" 08928 

Lightweight, space-saving, efficient. This innovative drinking bottle 
consists of a flexible silicone body, a screwable plastic lid with seala-
ble drinking nozzle and an attached snap hook. The special highlight: 
The bottle can be rolled up and fixed using the attached silicon strap 
even when filled. In this way, the bottle requires less baggage space. 
Completely demountable for an optimum cleaning. Capacity: 0.7 
litres.

 plastic/silicon   ø 74 x 210 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 1C, 5 x 60 mm)

Drinking bottle "Kansas" 
Gourde "Kansas" 09951 

Chic and sporty. High-quality stainless steel bottle including a 
screwable plastic cap with integrated drinking straw and fold-out 
mouthpiece. Furthermore, the cap has a useful handle and the body 
of the bottle features 3 depressions for better handling. Ideal for 
sports. Capacity: 0.75 litres.

 metal/stainless steel   ø 70 x 265 x 90 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 50 x 180 mm), laser engraving (≤ 1C, 25 x 99 mm)

The innovative drinking  
bottle is light and can  

be rolled up when unfilled  
and takes up very little 
space in the luggage.
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Drinking Bottle "School" 0.4 l 
Gourde "School" 0,4 l 09280 

The perfect bottle for kindergarten, school and leisure. Practical and 
taste-neutral drinking bottle made of sturdy tritan with a plastic (PP) lid. 
The large opening makes it easy to fill and clean the bottle. The childfri-
endly closure is easy to open and yet leak-proof. Suitable for carbonated 
drinks. Available in white single box with viewing window. Capacity: 0.4 
litres

 plastic/tritan   ø 65 x 185 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 180 x 100 mm), heat transfer (≤ 5C, 190 x 90 mm)

Art.: 09282
Drinking Bottle  
„School“ 1.0 l

Art.: 09281
Drinking Bottle  
„School“ 0.7 l

Newly
arrived

BPA-free

Perfect for nursery, school 
and leisure time

From tritan

Leakproof
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Aluminium bottle "Sporty" 0.6 l 
Bouteille en aluminium "Sporty" 0,6 l 09975 

Sports bottle made of aluminium with 0.6 litres and carabiner.

 metal/aluminium   ø 70 x 210 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 210 x 110 mm), sublimation printing (4C, 180 x 90 mm)

Aluminium Bottle "Sporty" 0.6 l matte 
Bouteille en aluminium "Sportive" 0,6 l mate 
09992 

Sports bottle made of aluminium with matte finish, tight fitting screw 
cap and key ring with snap hooks. Capacity: 0.6 litres.

 metal/aluminium   ø 70 x 210 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 110 x 210 mm), laser engraving (≤ 1C, 35 x 100 mm)

Thermos bottle "Magnum" 
Thermos "Magnum" 08920 

Very elegant and sporty thermos bottle with double-walled body 
made from stainless steel (304 inside and 201 outside) and a 
tight screw cap with coloured grip hole. Also well suitable for atta-
ching to the backpack or other bags. Capacity: approx. 0.5 litres

 metal/stainless steel   ø 71,5 x 244 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 120 x 180 mm), laser engraving (≤ 1C, ø 15 mm)

Aluminium bottle "Sporty" 0.3 l 
Bouteille en aluminium "Sporty" 0,3 l 09973 

Sports bottle made of aluminium with 0.3 litres volume. Screw on cap 
with rubber seal and carabiner.

 metal/aluminium   ø 65 x 150 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 70 x 155 mm), sublimation printing (4C, 70 x 180 mm)

Customizable with laser engraving.

Customizable with laser engraving.
Customizable with laser engraving.
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Customizable with laser engraving.

Double-walled drinking 
bottle with vacuum

Lid made of sturdy Tritan 
and stainless steel ring

Rubber coating on the  
outer surface

Capacity: 0.45 l

Hot & Cold

Insulated bottle "Toronto" 
Gourde isolée " Toronto " 09407 

A bottle for outdoor fans. Double-walled drinking bottle with vacuum 
between the individual walls for the perfect insulation of the beve-
rages. The bottle is closed by a robust Tritan cap equipped with a 
stainless steel ring. Thanks to the rubber coating on the outside, the 
bottle is particularly handy. An EVA badge at the bottom side provides 
for an anti-skid effect. Capacity: 0.45 litres

 metal/stainless steel   ø 68 x 225 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 190 x 110 mm), laser engraving (≤ 1C, 45 x 160 mm)

Fine tone-on-tone  
finishing possible.
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Art.: 08871
Aluminium Bottle  
„Sporty-2Tone“  

gungrey 0.6 l

Art.: 08869
Aluminium bottle  

„2Tone“ 0.6 l,  
matte

Art.: 08872
Aluminium Bottle  
„Sporty-2Tone“  

white 0.6 l

After laser finishing,  
the branding appears in 
one of 5 trendy colours

Tight screw cap with  
silicone ring

Stylish, matt coating

Aluminium bottle "2Tone" 0.6 l, matte 
Bouteille en aluminium " 2Tone " 0,6 l, mate 
08869 

A bottle for adventurers. Sports bottle made of aluminum with 
leak-proof screw cap due to silicone ring, incl. key ring and snap 
hook. The haptic and peculiar two-color-effect which arises by laser 
engraving provides for a durable and impressive advertising success. 
Capacity: 0.6 litres.

 metal/aluminium   ø 73 x 210 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 200 x 90 mm), laser engraving (≤ 1C, 55 x 140 mm)

2Tone-Effect
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2Tone-Effect

Newly
arrived

Newly
arrived
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Thermos bottle "Vakuum" 0.5 l, painted 
Gourde isolée "Vakuum" 0,5 l, laquée 09492 

Hot or cold for a long time. Optimum insulating properties thanks to 
the vacuum-sealed double walls. With integrated drinking cup and 
one-hand closure. Painted in classy white colour for a modern look 
and an optimum advertising space. Capacity: 0.5 litres.

 metal/stainless steel   ø 70 x 250 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 150 x 100 mm), laser engraving (≤ 1C, ø 30 mm)

Insulated Mug "Tennessee" 
Bouteille isotherme "Tennessee" 09904 

Double walled bottle made of brushed stainless steel and transpa-
rent plastic exterior. Bottle has a vacuum seal push spout and lid. 
Capacity: 0.5 litres.

 metal/stainless steel   ø 65 x 240 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 120 x 195 mm)

Insulated Mug "Tennessee" 
Tasse isotherme "Tennessee" 09905 

Double walled mug made of brushed stainless steel and transparent 
plastic exterior. Lid with rubber seal and closable drink opening. 
Capacity: 0.35 litres.

 metal/stainless steel   ø 80 x 165 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 30 mm), laser engraving (≤ 1C, 15 x 40 mm)

Coffee mug "Medano" 
Gobelet " Medano " 08998 

It always fits. Double-Walled coffee mug that fits under any coffee 
machine and into any car cup holder. Made from stainless steel 
on the outside and from plastics on the inside, equipped with a 
silicone gasket inside the cap, it keeps the beverage there where it 
is supposed to stay. The nose at the cap guarantees easy removal 
from it. Capacity: 0.28 litres.

 metal/stainless steel   ø 85 x 100 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 25 mm), laser engraving (≤ 1C, 50 x 60 mm)
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Insulated Bottle "Nevada" 
Bouteille isolée "Nevada" 09455 

Keeps your drink warm or cold for at least 5 hours. Double-walled  
vacuum bottle with integrated drinking cup, practical one-hand  
closure and carrying strap. Absolutely watertight and has a very  
good grip due to the special coating. Capacity: 0.5 litres.

 metal/stainless steel   ø 68 x 245 mm
 laser engraving (≤ 1C, 30 x 120 mm)

Keeps the content  
warm or cold for  
at least 5 hours

Double-walled vacuum  
bottle made of stainless steel

Push button for easy 
opening & closing

Sturdy rubber  
hand strap

Insulated Bottle

Newly
arrived
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Insulated Mug "Kansas" 
Gobelet isolant "Kansas" 09949 

Hot material mix for hot drinks. Vacuum mug with handles and remo-
vable lid, made from plastic and a matted outer casing - with stainless 
steel, in these colours: metallic-red, metallic-grey or metallic blue. 
On the lid is a drinking opening, which can be closed by the sliding 
mechanism. Capacity: 0.33 Litres.

 metal/stainless steel   ø 68 x 165 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 35 mm), laser engraving (≤ 1C, 45 x 80 mm)

Insulated Mug "Swing" 
Tasse isotherme "Swing" 09903 

Made of double walled PP plastic with srew on lid. The drink opening 
has a slide closure. Capacity: 0.4 litres.

 plastic/PP   ø 86 x 190 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 25 x 80 mm)

Insulated Mug "Allan" 
Tasse isotherme "Allan" 09906 

For hot and cold drinks. Attractive double-walled thermal flask with 
a stainless steel housing. The removable lid has a sealable drinking 
spout and a high rim for a pleasant drinking experience. Capacity: 
0.45 litres.

 metal/stainless steel   ø 80 x 180 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 30 x 30 mm), laser engraving (≤ 1C, 20 x 40 mm)

Insulated Mug "To Go" 
Gobelet isotherme "To Go" 09886 

The cup has a closable lid. For use with hot and cold drinks. Capacity: 
0.4 litres.

 metal   ø 85 x 125 x 117 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 40 mm), laser engraving (≤ 1C, 6 x 36 mm)
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Insulated mug "Diamond" 
Mug isotherme "Diamant" 06108 

High quality thermo mug in matt diamond design with glitter effect. 
The double-walled vacuum cup made of stainless steel has a lid with 
push button for easy, one-handed opening and closing of the drinking 
part. The rubber base ensures a secure stand even on slippery surfa-
ces and protects surfaces from scratches. Capacity: 0.45 litres.

 metal/stainless steel   ø 74 x 210 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 25 mm), laser engraving (≤ 1C, 55 x 35 mm)

Newly
arrived

Insulated mug "Coffee-2Tone" 
Mug isotherme "Coffee-2Tone" 08875 

A cup for classy users. Double-walled insulated cup made of stainless 
steel with anti-slip coating on the bottom. The lid with sliding function 
has "Open" and "Close" embossing and can be easily attached to the 
cup. The integrated silicone seal also ensures optimum insulation 
and prevents the contents from spilling over. The haptic and striking 
two-colour effect, which results from refinement by laser engraving, 
provides for impressive and long-lived advertising success. Capacity: 
0.5 litres.

 metal/stainless steel   ø 69 x 205 mm
 laser engraving (≤ 1C, 40 x 100 mm)

Newly
arrived
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Insulated Mug "Melange" 
Thermos "Melange" 06654 

Light, double walled plastic thermo cup with handle. Insert interchan-
gable. With small, closable drinking opening in the lid. Capacity: 0.4 
litres

 plastic   ø 90 x 175 mm
 digital print (4C, 161 x 250 mm)

Insulated Mug "Colombia" 
Gobelet isolant "Colombia" 09991 

A coffee to go, please. Double layered stainless steel beaker with 
transparent outer casing and completely removable lid. The depositor 
can come in 4 colours and individually equipped. Capacity: 0.28 litres.

 plastic/PP   ø 75 x 130 mm
 digital print (4C, 123 x 217 mm)

Insulated mug "Travel" 
Mug isotherme "Travel" 08675 

Double-walled insulated mug with detachable lid and lockable 
drinking opening. The slight depression in the centre allows easy and 
safe holding. It is possible to place an insert printed in four colours 
between the two walls of the mug. Capacity: 0.28 litres.

 plastic   ø 73 x 184 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 20 x 180 mm), digital print (4C, 135 x 181,5 mm)

Beaker "Barrel" 
Gobelet "Barrel" 09998 

Elegant beaker made from high-quality stainless steel with the optical 
impression of a small barrel. The double-walled insulation guarantees 
a better insulation of any kind of beverages. Capacity: 0.3 litres.

 metal/stainless steel   ø 85 x 130 x 120 mm
 laser engraving (≤ 1C, ø 32 x 40 x 32 mm)
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Coffee mug "Premium" 
Gobelet "Premium" 04576 

For the coffee to go. Useful to-go mug made from double-walled pla-
stic incl. lid with drinking opening. The lid is screwable and therefore 
is particularly tight on the mug. Capacity: 0.35 litres.

 plastic/PP   ø 95 x 155 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 35 x 15 mm), IMould (4C, 280 x 159 mm)

Coffee mug "Premium" small 
Gobelet "Premium" small 04578 

For the small coffee to go. Useful to-go mug made from double-wal-
led plastic incl. lid with drinking opening. The lid is screwable and 
therefore is particularly tight on the mug. Fits also into the standard 
cup holders of cars. Capacity: 0.25 litres

 plastic/PP   ø 95 x 120 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 35 x 15 mm), IMould (4C, 280 x 121 mm)

Coffee mug "Le Café" 
Gobelet à café "Le Café" 08961 

Those who like to drink using ceramic cups will love this mug. Sing-
le-walled coffee mug made from white ceramic and drinking lid and 
sleeve made from silicone, available in five modern colours. Sleeve 
and lid are delivered unmounted. Capacity: 0.3 Liter

 wood/ceramic   ø 97 x 150 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 40 x 10 mm)

Coffee mug „Premium“ small 
with felt-sleeve (Art.: 04579)

Coffee mug „Premium“ 
with felt-sleeve (Art.: 04575)

Double-walled ceramic mug 
Double-walled plastic cups 

Double-walled plastic cups 

Double-walled cup

BPA-free

Secure screw cap
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Spread knife "Merano" - melamine 
Couteau à tartiner "Merano" - mélamine 
08660 

Ergonomic, elegant and just incredibly useful. This great spread knife 
looks as if it was made from porcelain, but it is made from strong 
melamine. It is white and glossy and captivates through the great 
design which allows putting down the used knife without staining the 
tablecloth. Ideal for spreading e. g. butter, nut nougat cream, jam and 
cream cheese.

 plastic/melamine   175 x 35 x 27 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 60 x 7 mm)

Kitchen timer "Expert" 
Réveil de cuisine "Expert" 07043 

Elegant accessory for the kitchen. Egg timer with stainless steel 
housing and magnet on the underside for attachment to metal ob-
jects and surfaces. Can be set for up to 60 minutes. Ticks very softly, 
alarms with a clearly audible ring tone.

 metal/stainless steel   ø 63 x 36 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, ø 50 mm)

Spice Mill "Spice" 
Moulin à épices "Spice" 09467 

Elegant spice mill with transparent lid for grinding coarse-grained 
spices such as pepper, salt or chillies. The robust ceramic grinder 
is infinitely adjustable and allows different degrees of grinding. The 
large opening makes it easy to fill the glass container. The hour-
glass shape and the handy grinding mechanism housing allow easy 
handling.

 glass   ø 65 x 135 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 25 mm), laser engraving (≤ 1C, 30 x 10 mm)

Cookie cutter set "Tasty" 
Emporte-pièces "Tasty" 06801 

Consists of six stainless steel Christmas shaped figures for cutting 
cookies. A shooting star, bell, snowman, angel, Christmas tree and 
gingerbread man are elegantly packaged in a metal box with transpa-
rent window.

 metal/stainless steel   116 x 86 x 23 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 70 x 25 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 115 x 85 mm)

Knives also available in polyamide (Art.: 07724) 
and stainless steel (Art.: 08661).

With magnet on the bottom side for  
attachment to metallic objects.

Newly
arrived
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Also available with a non-slip, 
smooth surface (05116).

05116 and 05069 can also be refined on the 
inside/outside border and on the back.

Robust finish in perfect 
photo quality

Especially good 
cleaning properties

Extraordinary 
stability 

Top quality 
Made in Germany

Special  
structure prevents 
cups and plates 
from slipping

Tray "Gastro-Pro 360" 
Plateau "Gastro-Pro 360" 05069 

Large, round plastic tray. Extraordinary stability and easy to clean. Top 
quality made in Germany. With special anti-slip coating and imould 
finish. A print on the bottom part is also possible.

 plastic/PS   ø 370 x 30 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 12 x 50 mm), IMould (4C, ø 318 mm)
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Extraordinary 
stability 

Top quality 
Made in Germany

Tray "Profi 320" 
Plateau "Profi 320" 05099 

Large, round tray with special anti-slip coating (on request). IMould 
labelling possible.

 plastic/PS   ø 320 x 45 mm
 IMould (4C, ø 313 mm)

Bottle Cooler "Lucent" 
Refroidisseur de bouteilles "Lucent" 09572 

Cooler made of transparent plastics with elegant silver finish on top.

 plastic   ø 120 x 230 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 45 mm)

Ice cube box "Professional" 
Glacière pour glaçons "Profi" 04899 

Big ice cube box, comprising a drip pan for the melt water, an ample 
and transparent pan with holes in its floor and recessed grips on its 
side as well as a useful lid which can be attached laterally to the pan 
in order to always ensure a good stowing place. A logo can be engra-
ved onto the lid knob. Completely manufactured from plastic.

 plastic/ABS   320 x 250 x 235 mm
 print on request

Bottle insulator "Vince" 
Rafraîchisseur de bouteilles "Vince" 05254 

Elegant bottle insulator consisting of robust plastic with practical grip 
slot.

 plastic/PP   ø 175 x 226 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 80 mm)
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Shaker "Tropical" 0.5 l 
Shaker "Tropical" 0,5 l 09259 

Great shaker made from matt black plastics with built-in strainer and 
tightly closing plug cap. With large filling opening and therefore easy 
to clean. Fill capacity: 0.5 litres.

 plastic/PS   ø 80 x 220 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 30 mm)

Drinking cup "Shot" 
Gobelet "Shot" 09262 

Lovely piece. Small drinking beaker made from 18/8 fine steel. 
Capacity: 4cl.

 metal/stainless steel   ø 42 x 64 mm
 print on request

Boston Shaker 0.7 l 
Boston Shaker 0,7 l 09258 

Two-part boston shaker made of stainless steel and glass for profes-
sional use. Volume filled: 0.7 litres.

 metal/stainless steel   ø 91 x 170 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 50 mm), CO2 laser engraving (≤ 1C, ø 30 mm)

Waiter's money pouch "Bistro" 
Sac de serveur "Bistro" 08298 

High-quality processed synthetic leather. Large waiter's money pouch 
with various inside pockets, 3-level fastening and connecting chain to 
holder. The holder is attached to a belt via the loop.

 plastic/leatherette   150 x 210 x 25 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 70 x 60 mm)
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Cooling cuff "Vogar", small 
Manchette de refroidissement " Vogar ", peti-
te 09167 

Cool - cooler - coolest. Useful cooling cuff with elegant artificial 
leather on the outside and six individual cooling chambers on the 
inside. Just put into the refrigerator compartment for cooling. The gel 
chambers adapt perfectly to the bottle shape even when in cold state. 
The large hook-and-loop fastener guarantees safe hold. Suitable for 
bottles of up to 0.5 litres and always reusable.

 leather/leatherette   300 x 110 x 10 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 1C, 50 x 10 mm)

Cooling cuff "Vogar", large 
Manchette de refroidissement " Vogar ", 
grande 09165 

Useful cooling cuff with elegant artificial leather on the outside and 
six individual cooling chambers on the inside. Just put into the refrige-
rator compartment for cooling. The gel chambers adapt perfectly to 
the bottle shape even when in cold state. The large hook-and-loop 
fastener guarantees safe hold. Suitable for bottles of up to 0.7 litres 
and always reusable.

 leather/leatherette   340 x 185 x 15 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 1C, 50 x 15 mm)

Made of elegant  
imitation leather

Six individual cooling 
chambers inside the collar

Always reusable

With hook-and-loop  
fastener
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Cooling cuff "Cork", large 
Manchette de refroidissement " Kork " grande 
09163 

Just keep cool. Useful cooling cuff with flexible cork on the outside 
and six individual cooling chambers on the inside. Just put into the re-
frigerator compartment for cooling. The gel chambers adapt perfectly 
to the bottle shape even when in cold state. The large hook-and-loop 
fastener guarantees safe hold. Suitable for bottles of up to 0.7 litres 
and always reusable.

 wood/cork   340 x 185 x 15 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 1C, 50 x 15 mm)

Cooling cuff "Cork", small 
Manchette de refroidissement " Kork " petite 
09164 

Cool on the way. Useful cooling cuff with flexible cork on the outside 
and six individual cooling chambers on the inside. Just put into the re-
frigerator compartment for cooling. The gel chambers adapt perfectly 
to the bottle shape even when in cold state. The large hook-and-loop 
fastener guarantees safe hold. Suitable for bottles of up to 0.5 litres 
and always reusable.

 wood/cork   300 x 110 x 10 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 1C, 50 x 10 mm)

Cooling cuff "Style" 
Manchette de refroidissement " Style " 09292 

Cool and stylish. Stylish cooling cuff made from polyester with two 
cooling pads which are connected by an elastic cord. Suitable for any 
wine bottle.

 textile/polyester   235 x 160 x 15 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 120 x 30 mm)
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Outdoor & Free Time
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Barbecue "Braai" 
Barbecue "Braai" 07056 

Mobile, foldable metal barbecue with grate and handles. Metal bot-
tom serves as bowl for charcoal. Space saving and ideal for travelling.

 metal   320 x 320 x 240 mm
 non printable

Kettle grill "Baco" 
Barbecue en boule " Baco " 09096 

Time for barbecue. Handy kettle grill incl. removable charcoal bowl 
and stainless steel cooking grate. The three robust iron feet with 
rubber sleeve guarantee secure standing on any surface. The three 
ventilation wheels (one in the lid / two in the body) guarantee a 
perfect temperature. As soon as the grill is cooled down it can be 
transported easily, as the lid can be closed with three robust buckles. 
All handles are made of wood to prevent burns. The charcoal is not 
included in the scope of delivery.

 metal/iron   ø 320 x 420 mm
 CO2 laser engraving (≤ 1C, 60 x 10 mm)

Cool bag "BBQ", with barbecue 
Glacière "BBQ", avec barbecue 09888 

With insulated main compartment for barbecue ingredients, additio-
nal compartment on top and adjustable shoulder strap. Can be used 
as a carrying bag with removable barbecue.

 textile/polyester   ø 310 x 170 mm
 transfer printing (≤ 5C, 100 x 60 mm)

Barbecue set "Starter" 
Kit barbecue "Starter" 09887 

3-part set. Comprising barbecue fork, tongs and spatula.

 metal/stainless steel   370 x 100 x 80 mm
 laser engraving (≤ 1C, 30 x 55 mm)

Space saving and ideal for travelling.
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BBQ Set "Profi" 
Set BBQ "Profi" 09851 

Made of stainless steel with total equipment for the perfect BBQ.

 metal   490 x 255 x 83 mm
 laser engraving (≤ 1C, 150 x 15 mm)

BBQ Set "Outdoor" 
Set de BBQ "Outdoor" 09875 

Made of stainless steel with total equipment for the perfect BBQ.

 metal   500 x 320 x 90 mm
 laser engraving (≤ 1C, 35 x 40 mm)

18 parts

21 parts
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Barbecue utensils "Broil" 
Couvert de barbecue "Broil" 09261 

Barbecue utensils with many functions. Barbecue fork, silicone brush, 
fry spatula and bottle opener, compactly foldable and completely 
dismountable. Made from stainless steel and brushed. The handle is 
anodized.

 metal/stainless steel   270 x 90 x 25 mm
 laser engraving (≤ 1C, 15 x 100 mm)

Picnic bag "Meadow" 
Sac de pique-nique "Meadow" 08076 

Simply includes everything tha you need for a nice picnic. For 6 
people. Plates (20 cm diameter), wine glasses (plastic), forks, spoons, 
knives (all stainless steel), polyester napkins. In addition, 1 bottle, 1 
cutting board, 1 bread knife, 1 salt and pepper shaker. All conveniently 
packaged in a sturdy bag with a large insulated compartment, 2 
carrying handles and adjustable shoulder strap.

 textile/polyester   480 x 330 x 340 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 100 x 250 mm)

Picnic backpack "Meadow" 
Sac à dos de pique-nique "Meadow" 08075 

For a romantic picnic for two. Plate (23 cm diameter), wine glasses 
(plastic), forks, spoons, knives (all stainless steel) and 1 bottle opener 
and corkscrew. All conveniently packed in a compact backpack with 
an additional insulated pocket and 2 wide straps for comfortable 
carrying.

 textile/polyester   285 x 160 x 380 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, ø 100 x 100 x 120 mm)

Rucksack "Picnic Deluxe" 
Sac à dos "Pique-nique Deluxe" 08028 

For 4 people. Fork, knife and spoon made of stainless steel with 
plastic handle, plates, wine glasses made of plastic. Paper napkins, 
1 salt and pepper cruet, 1 bottle opener, 1 cheese knife, 1 wooden 
chopping board and a removable wine bottle with cooling function. 
Insulated with grey PEVA foil.

 textile/polyester   280 x 150 x 520 mm
 transfer printing (≤ 5C, 70 x 60 mm)

Barbecue fork, silicone brush, fry spatula and 
bottle opener, compactly foldable 
and completely dismountable.
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Fleece blanket "Polar" 
Couverture polaire "Polaire" 09957 

Fluffy, soft and convenient for travel. Large (2 x 2 m) fleece blankets 
with H-strap as a carrying strap and double layered PU-Badge for 
advertising mounting and incl. small zip pocket.

 textile/polyester   2000 x 2000 x 10 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 70 x 50 mm), transfer printing (≤ 5C, 300 x 200 mm)

Folding box "Fresh", large 
Boite pliable "Fresh", grande 09160 

For delicate food products. Clever, foldable bag made from non-wo-
ven material with stable cardboard inlay on the sides as well as in 
the bottom and the lid. It is very space-saving when folded it is stable 
when unfolded. With 6.5 cm wide overflaps incl. hook-and-loop faste-
ner for secure closure. The durable carrying handles with push button 
guarantee a pleasant feel without applying pressure to the hands.

 plastic/PP   270 x 370 x 410 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 250 x 200 mm), plotter (4C, 200 x 140 mm)

Camping chair "Cross-Country" 
Chaise de camping "Cross-Country" 06369 

Comfortable seat even outdoors. Folding camping chair with robust 
metal frame and integrated cup holder in the arm. Includes practical 
shoulder bag.

 textile/nylon   880 x 870 x 900 mm
 transfer printing (≤ 5C, 80 x 300 mm)

Cooling box "Fresh", small 
Glacière „Fresh“, petite 09168 

Small foldable cooling box made of PP woven and polyester material. 
With carton inlay, foam, aluminum foil and PP Woven material to keep 
groceries cool. Space-saving when folded - stable when unfolded. 
With 5,5cm big lashes incl. hook-and-loop fastener to close the box 
securely. The sturdy handles with push button provide for a pleasant 
tactile effect without applying pressure to the hands.

 plastic/PP   180 x 240 x 260 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 160 x 110 mm), plotter (4C, 130 x 100 mm)

Also available with cooling function. 
Art.: 09169

Also available without cooling function. 
Art.: 09161
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Frame also available in 
brown and black on request.

Frame also available in 
brown and black on request.

Beach chair "Chillout Deluxe" 
Chaise longue "Chillout Deluxe" 08808 

Just RELAX! Adjustable beach chair made from European beech 
wood with robust polyester cover that can be individually printed 
by sublimation printing. Furthermore, the cover can be removed for 
washing. Carrying weight: 95 kg

 wood/beech wood   1480 x 610 x 60 mm
 sublimation printing (4C, 485 x 1455 mm)

Beach chair "Chillout" 
Chaise longue "Chillout" 08494 

Be it the beach, the balcony or the garden ... Focus on chilling. Adjus-
table deck chair made from beech wood with polyester cover that can 
be individually printed on. The cover can be removed for washing.

 wood/beech wood   1380 x 590 x 60 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 270 x 300 mm), sublimation printing (4C, 485 x 1330 mm)
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Frame also available in 
brown and black on request.

Beach chair "Classy" 
Chaise longue "Classy" 09278 

Trendy adjustable beach chair featuring a lightweight aluminium 
framework with replaceable polyester cover. Can be completely 
refined using sublimation printing. Available in silver and black colour. 
Carrying Weight: 120 kg

 metal/aluminium   1140 x 450 x 340 mm
 sublimation printing (4C, 490 x 1200 mm)

Beach chair "Recreo" 
Transat "Recreo" 08885 

The ideal deck chair for a little break. The deck chair is made of Euro-
pean beech wood and includes a polyester cover for a better resting 
comfort. The height is adjustable using the bars on the bottom part. 
Carrying weight: 70 kg

 wood/beech wood   700 x 440 x 600 mm
 print on request

Beach chair "Piccola" 
Transat "Piccola" 08884 

Our little one. Deck chair made of European beech wood with polyes-
ter cover and solid locking mechanism. With it's loading capcity of 
approx. 35 kg it is ideal for kids or as means of decoration.

 wood/beech wood   725 x 450 x 30 mm
 print on request

Director's chair "Star" 
Chaise régie "Star" 06110 

Foldable solid director's chair made of European beech wood and 
with polyester cover. The big backrest is ideal for your promotional 
message. Loading capacity: approx. 95 kg

 wood/beech wood   830 x 520 x 80 mm
 print on request

Frame also available in 
brown and black on  
request.
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Snow glider "Olymp" 
Pelle à neige "Olymp" 01837 

Snow gliding fun for all. Round snow glider made of sturdy plastic 
with 2 handles and elevated rim. Seating area can be finished with 
IMould.

 plastic/PE   445 x 435 x 75 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 80 mm), IMould (4C, ø 315 mm)

Wooden sledge "Snow" large 
Traineau en bois "Snow" grand 08851 

Classic wooden sledge made from European beech wood. The seat 
is made out of 100 % polyester and is available in many colours. TÜV 
certified. Carrying weight: 90 kg

 wood/beech wood   1000 x 370 mm
 print on request
 4+, 4, 10

Sledge "Seat" 
Luge "Seat" 01836 

Light, fast and resilient to cold. Ergonomic sledge with 1 carrying 
handle and 2 holding grips.

 plastic/PE   510 x 450 x 12 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 60 x 200 mm)

Wooden sledges also available in 
small for children. (Art.: 08850)
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Compass "Dover" 
Boussole "Douvre" 09319 

For world explorers. Small and handy stainless steel compass that 
fits into every pocket and backpack. This practical accessory is 
packed in a silver tin box with foam tray. Finishing is possible on both 
the compass itself and on the box.

 metal/stainless steel   ø 59 x 120 mm
 laser engraving (≤ 1C, 170 mm x 7 mm)

Handcart "Crease" 
Chariot enfant "Crease" 08365 

Foldable version of the typical handcart. The frame is made from 
steel, the cloth insert is made from tearpoof 600D polyester. The 
handlebar is 53.5 cm long and can be attached to the cart. The two 
front wheels are freely movable which allow the handcart to be stee-
red in a particularly flexible way. Is supplied unassembled.

 textile/polyester   900 x 540 x 640 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, ø 100 x 100 x 250 mm)

Newly
arrived
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MAG-LITE® "Mini AA" 
MAG-LITE® "Mini AA" 09981 

Fortune Magazine quoted the Mini Maglite AA to be the best US-Ame-
rican product of the last decade. Equipped with all technical sophisti-
cation for its size, like the lighting function or the rotary control on the 
torch head.

 metal   50 x 7mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 30 x 130 mm), laser engraving (≤ 1C, 7 x 50 mm)

MAG-LITE® set "Mini + Swiss Army Knife" 
MAG-LITE® Set "Mini + couteau suisse" 09083 

Classic quality torch with economy mode and turn-switch on the 
head. Incl. 2 AA batteries in plastic case with a Victorinox Swiss Army 
Knife with 5 functions

 metal   50 x 7 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 30 x 130 mm), laser engraving (≤ 1C, 7 x 50 mm)

Customizable with laser engraving.

Customizable with laser engraving.
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Parking disc "Display Cleaner" 
Disque de stationnement "Display-Cleaner" 
07629 

One product with four functions. Parking disc made from plastic with 
scraping against against frozen windows, integrated shopping trolley 
chip and cleaner for cleaning different displays of smartphones, 
navigation systems etc. The display cleaner must be stored on the 
back of the parking disc in order to protect it against dirt. Complies 
with paragraph 42 StVO (German highway code). For use between 
-10°C and +60°C.

 plastic/PS   155 x 120 x 17 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 70 x 65 mm)

Ice scraper "Ice witch" with glove 
Raclette à givre "Sorcière glacée" avec moufle 
et  06242 

Ice scraper with teeth and smooth scraping surface in warm glove 
with soft lining. Elastic in the hole for the ice scraper prevents the 
glove slipping.

 textile/polyester   300 x 175 x 20 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 30 x 60 mm)

Ice scraper "Easy" with glove 
Raclette à givre "Moufle" avec élastique 06241 

Warm glove with soft inner and wide cuffs and removable ice scraper 
with handle and water scraper. Elastic in the hole for the ice scraper 
prevents the glove slipping.

 textile/polyester   300 x 175 mm
 transfer printing (≤ 5C, 90 x 90 mm)

Ice scraper "Crystal" with glove 
Raclette à givre "Cristal" avec gant 06004 

Even better protection against the cold for your hands. Lined gloves 
with soft fleece inner and removable ice scraper with grip, elastic 
band and smooth scraping edge.

 plastic   380 x 200 x 50 mm
 transfer printing (≤ 5C, 100 x 100 mm)

The display cleaner can 
be personalized in 
sublimation printing.
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Traffic safety jacket "Standard" poly bag 
Gilet réfléchissant "Standard" sachet en po-
lyéthyl 09004 

Made of 100 % Polyester. Powerful reflection strips for perfect pro-
tection in the dark. Single size XXL. Available in poly bag as standard. 
With DIN EN ISO 20471:2013. In screen printing only in black, silver or 
silver reflective printable.

 textile/polyester   635 x 660 x 3 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 300 x 200 mm), transfer printing (≤ 5C, 100 x 100 mm)

Traffic safety jacket "Standard" set of 5 in case 
Gilet de sécurité "standard", ensemble de 5 
dans l 09060 

A safety jacket for every car passenger. Practical 5 piece set of safety 
jackets made from 100 % polyester with strong reflective stripes for 
optimal safety in the dark. One size fits all - XXL. the default is available 
in suitable nylon case. According to code DIN EN ISO 20471:2013.

 textile/polyester   250 x 210 x 85 mm
 transfer printing (≤ 5C, 100 x 100 mm)

Traffic safety jacket "Standard" case 
Gilet réfléchissant "Standard" étui 09404 

Made of 100 % Polyester. Powerful reflection strips for perfect protec-
tion in the dark. Single size XXL. Available in nylon case as standard. 
With DIN EN ISO 20471:2013.

 textile/polyester   650 x 630 x 2 mm
 transfer printing (≤ 5C, 100 x 100 mm)

Safety vest "Kids" 
Veste de sécurité "Kids" 09053 

More safety for children. Powerful reflection strips for perfect protec-
tion for dawn, dark, and twilight. Standard size M. Simply slip over. 
With DIN EN 1150:1999.

 textile   510 x 525 x 5 mm
 transfer printing (≤ 5C, 250 x 200 mm)

A case for the traffic safety jacket is  
also available separately (Art.: 09059)

Set of 5 safety vests.
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Bag scales "Lift Up" 
Pèse bagage "Lift-Up" 08283 

No more surprises when you check in. Light plastic scales for easy 
and practical checking of luggage weight (up to max. 40 kg). Ideal for 
travelling thanks to low weight and easy handling. With digital display.

 plastic/ABS   122 x 90 x 25 mm
 tampo pad print (4C, 20 x 70 mm), UV-digital print (4C, 83 x 120 mm)

Hang Flip "Round" 
Hang Flip "Round" 09944 

Simply unreel and hang on the place of your choice. Perfect hold for 
bags, jackets or towels. Very stabile.

 metal   ø 45 x 5 mm
 laser engraving (≤ 1C, ø 25 mm)

Luggage scales "Voyage" 
Pèse bagage "Voyage" 08287 

Handy luggage scales with integrated tape measure (80 cm), a 
polyester tape grip and a plastic snap lock. The weight of the luggage 
(up to max. 40 kg) is displayed in the blue LED display (40x15 mm) in 
kg / g / lb and oz. The scales also features an automatic switch-off 
function, tare function, overload display and a low battery indicator. 
Supplied with two AAA batteries.

 plastic   ø 30 x 160 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 5 x 50 mm)
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Toilet bag "Care" 
Trousse de toilette "Care" 08369 

Black toilet bag made from double-layer polyester with elegant ho-
neycomb pattern. Equipped with a large main compartment, a mesh 
pocket equipped with a zipper and a suspension hook, as well as a 
front compartment with zipper. Including a large handle a the top and 
small side handle.

 textile/polyester   260 x 100 x 230 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, ø 80 x 80 x 100 mm)

Toilet bag "Traveler" 
Trousse de toilette "Traveler" 08368 

Dimensionally stable toilet bag made from double-layer polyester with 
elegant honeycomb pattern. Equipped with a large main compart-
ment with half-round zipper, a front compartment with zipper as 
well as a mesh pocket inside, with zipper and suspension hook. Incl. 
lateral handle for easy pick up.

 textile/polyester   260 x 130 x 150 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 50 x 130 mm)
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Backpack "Auckland" 
Sac à dos "Auckland" 08357 

Sturdy rucksack in casual design. With a big main compartment, 2 
side pockets and 2 front pockets. All compartments are provided with 
a zipper. Comfortable upholstery on the backside and straps.

 textile/nylon   480 x 390 x 180 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, ø 40 x 40 x 60 mm), transfer printing (≤ 5C, ø 40 x 40 x 60 mm)

Rucksack "Seattle" 
Sac à dos "Seattle" 08389 

Safe transport of important documents even in case of rain. 100 % 
waterproof rucksack made from PVC with ample lid and hook-and-
loop fastener on the inside. Incl. two adjustable shoulder straps and 
plasticreinforces handles at the opening. Weight: 335 g.

 plastic/PVC   460 x 300 x 60 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, ø 120 x 120 x 150 mm)

Also available 
in other colours 
on request.
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Backpack "Curvature" 
Sac à dos "Curvature" 07554 

Sporty rucksack with a large zipped pocket, a mesh pocket on the 
side, a wrist strap, two adjustable wide and padded shoulder straps 
for comfortable carrying and a padded back surface.

 textile/polyester   150 x 300 x 440 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 100 x 100 mm)

Sports bag "Power" 
Sac de sport "Power" 07548 

Sports bag in black with blue piping made of 210D polyester incl. 1 
main pocket with zip, 2 carrying handles, 1 side pocket on each side 
with zip and reinforced PVC base. Includes silver metal carabiner 
hook and additional zipped inside pocket.

 textile/polyester   540 x 270 x 380 mm
 transfer printing (≤ 5C, 100 x 70 mm)

Travel bag "Curvature" 
Sac de voyage "Curvature" 07552 

Spacious bag with a large main compartment and shoe pocket with 
zipper on the side and a mesh pocket with elastic. The straight shape 
makes this bag a small spacious, miracle because space can be 
optimally utilized. Includes adjustable shoulder strap and two straps 
with hook-and-loop fastener badge. The colour-contrasting with ho-
neycomb structure and white lining provides the sporty appearance.

 textile/polyester   560 x 260 x 320 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 40 x 250 mm)

Shoulder bag "Curvature" 
Besace "Curvature" 09195 

Lightweight and sporty shoulder bag with diagonal straps with click 
closure and reflective stripes. A large main compartment with zipper, 
a small front pocket with hook-and-loop fastener closure, headphone 
outlet compartment inside with rubber, padded back panel and mesh 
pocket on the side.

 textile/polyester   490 x 300 x 130 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 100 x 170 mm)

The bottom compartment of the sports 
bag offers additional storage space.
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Backpack "Journey" 
Sac à dos "Journey" 09112 

Modern backpack in a chic grey/black colour mixture. The backpack 
with padded back has an open front compartment and a mesh pocket 
on the side to store a water bottle. The PU badge sewn on the front 
makes it possible to attach shoes by threading the shoe laces through 
the badge and tying them together. The large inner compartment is 
closed with a black 2-way zipper. Capacity: approx. 15.0 litres

 textile/polyester   270 x 140 x 400 mm
 transer printing (≤ 5C, 200 x 150 mm)

Art.: 09114 
Shopping Bag „Journey“

Art.: 09110 
Toiletry Bag „Journey“

Art.: 09113 
Multi-functional Backpack „Journey“

Art.: 09115 
Bumbag „Journey“

Art.: 09112 
Backpack „Journey“

Art.: 09111 
Travel Bag „Journey“

Side-mounted mesh pocket for  
storing a drinking bottle.
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Multi-functional Backpack "Journey" 
Sac à dos multifonctionnel "Journey" 09113 

A backpack for multiple uses! Versatile backpack in a stylish grey/
black colour mixture, which can also be used as a shoulder or laptop 
bag. With padded backside. The three small zippered pockets on 
the outside have various inner mesh pockets. The two large main 
compartments inside offer enough space for all utensils. For use as 
a shoulder bag, the shoulder strap with shoulder protection can be at-
tached to the bag with snap hooks. An additional sewn-on trolley belt 
also has a quick access zipper compartment for travel documents. 
Capacity: approx. 12.0 litres

 textile/polyester   290 x 150 x 430 mm
 transfer printing (≤ 5C, 90 x 60 mm)

Art.: 09112 
Backpack „Journey“

Versatile backpack with various 
inner mesh compartments.

An additional trolley belt has a quick-access 
zip pocket for travel documents.

Can also be used as a  
shoulder or laptop bag.
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Journey Shopping Bag 
Sac à provisions “Journey“ 09114 

Nice shopping bag in a chic grey/black colour mixture. In addition to 
the main pocket, the bag has an open front pocket and a mesh pocket 
on the side, which is suitable for storing a water bottle. Capacity: 
approx. 13.0 litres

 textile/polyester   380 x 110 x 330 mm
 transfer printing (≤ 5C, 250 x 160 mm)

Toiletry Bag "Journey" 
Trousse de toilette "Journey" 09110 

High-quality toiletry bag in a chic grey/black colour mixture. The bag has 
a sturdy carrying handle, a plastic hook, a large main compartment with 
mesh window for all important utensils and two further mesh compart-
ments with zips in the upper part, which are ideal for holding smaller 
items. The toiletry bag is closed with two hook-and-loop fastener. Capaci-
ty: approx. 3.0 litres

 textile/polyester   260 x 80 x 240 mm
 transfer printing (≤ 5C, 150 x 100 mm)

Side-mounted mesh pocket for  
storing a drinking bottle.
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Travel Bag "Journey" 
Sac de voyage "Journey" 09111 

Large travel bag in a chic grey/black colour mixture. The bag has a 
large main compartment and two short handles with padded handle 
protection. In addition, a long shoulder strap with a flexible shoulder 
pad can be easily attached using snap hooks. The bottom inlayer 
supports the stability of the bag. Utensils, which need to be quickly 
at hand, can be stowed in the front pocket with zipper. Capacity: 
approx. 55.0 litres

 textile/polyester   580 x 270 x 380 mm
 transfer printing (≤ 5C, 250 x 180 mm)

Bumbag "Journey" 
Sac banane "Journey" 09115 

Trendy fanny pack in a chic grey/black colour mixture. The fanny pack 
with stable, adjustable strap and generous zipper compartment can 
be carried around the waist as well as over the shoulder. The stable 
click closure allows easy opening and a secure hold on the body. 
Capacity: 1.0 litres

 textile/polyester   200 x 60 x 100 mm
 transfer printing (≤ 5C, 50 x 40 mm)Side-mounted mesh pocket for  

storing a drinking bottle.
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Shoulder bag "Subli" small 
Sac en bandoulière "Subli", petite 09414 

Stable and small polyester shoulder bag with zip compartment incl. 
inside compartment and adjustable shoulder strap. The entire surface 
of the lid can be refined with sublimation printing and the lid is fixed to 
the bag by the hook-and-loop fastener.

 textile/polyester   220 x 180 x 60 mm
 sublimation printing (4C, 190 x 235 mm)

Beach bag "Miami Beach" small 
Sac de plage "Miami Beach" petit 09469 

Off to the beach. Great polyester bag with interior PVC coating, two 
handles made from thick cotton cords (15 mm in diameter) and metal 
eyelets at the holes for the handles. The white, sewn in small non 
woven pocket and the bag itself can be closed using the zip fastener 
incl. a zipper puller. Ample filling capacity thanks to the large bottom.

 textile/polyester   240 x 190 x 165 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 100 x 60 mm)

Shoulder bag "Subli" medium 
Sac en bandoulière "Subli", moyenne 09415 

This stable bag made from polyester offers even three zipper 
compartments. Furthermore, the large main compartment can be 
expanded by opening the all-round zipper. The wide and adjustable 
strap guarantees pleasant carrying. The entire surface of the lid can 
be refined with sublimation printing and the lid is fixed to the bag by 
the hook-and-loop fastener.

 textile/polyester   380 x 300 x 80 mm
 sublimation printing (4C, 260 x 330 mm)

Also available in other sizes: 
 
Art.: 09488 Beach bag „Miami Beach“ medium
(480 x 340 x 170 mm)
 
Art.: 09479 Beach bag „Miami Beach“ large
(650 x 450 x 90 mm)
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Splash-proof

Solid plug cap made 
of plastic

Robust carry bag with  
adjustable shoulder strap 

Ideal for water sports  
enthusiasts

Art.: 06104 Carry bag „Roll-Up“, small 
Volume: 5 liter

Art.: 06105 Carry bag „Roll-Up“, medium 
Volume: 10 liter

Art.: 06106 Carry bag „Roll-Up“, large 
Volume: 15 liter

Carry bag "Roll-Up", small 
Sac de transport " Roll-Up ", petit 06104 

Dry on the way. Robust carry bag with adjustable shoulder strap that 
protects it contents safely from spray water. The sewn reinforcement 
at the top edge ensures a trouble-free rolling up of the bag. The robust 
press lock made from plastics guarantees a safe hold. Volume: 5 
litres

 textile/polyester   350 x 175 x 5 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 150 x 150 mm)
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Shopping basket "Silandre" 
Panier à provisions "Silandre" 08446 

A round affair. Sturdy shopping basket with round aluminum frame, 
completely seamed with robust polyester. The foldable handle is 
coated with soft EVA for comfortable carrying.

 textile/polyester   380 x 360 x 400 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 120 x 100 mm), transfer printing (≤ 5C, 120 x 100 mm)

Shopping basket "Vigo" 
Panier à provisions "Vigo" 08451 

In this way, shopping is fun. Spacious, rectangular shopping basket 
featuring a light and stable aluminum frame, continuously sewn with 
double-layered polyester. The foldable handle is coated with soft EVA 
for comfortable carrying.

 textile/polyester   475 x 275 x 230 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 120 x 80 mm), transfer printing (≤ 5C, 120 x 80 mm)

380 x 360 x 25 mm

Also available as bigger version.
Art.: 08402 (485 x 410 x 30 mm)

475 x 275 x 230 mm
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Cooling basket "Thermo" 
Panier de refroidissement "Thermo" 08448 

Useful basket featuring a light and stable aluminum frame, conti-
nuously sewn with non-tear polyester on the outside and insulating 
coating on the inside. The insulation is further supported by the 
all-round zip of the lid. Furthermore, the lid can be rolled up using 
the hook-and-loop fastener which facilitates filling and emptying the 
basket. The foldable handle is coated with soft EVA for comfortable 
carrying.

 textile/polyester   480 x 275 x 230 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 120 x 80 mm)

Wine carry bag "Felt" 
Sac à vin "Filz" 07449 

The new generation of bottle bags. Very stable bags made from 3 
mm thick felt (550 g) with two short handles, suitable for one bottle 
(0.7 litres). Ideal for giving away or just for carrying.

 textile/polyester/felt   110 x 120 x 330 mm
 transfer printing (≤ 5C, 50 x 250 mm)

Bottle bag "Felt" 
Pochette de gourde "Filz" 07448 

Very stable felt bag for carrying up to 6 bottles (max. 0.7 litres each). 
The partition walls between the individual compartments prevent the 
annoying clink of glass bottles and thus possible damage. The 3 mm 
thick felt, the wide handles and the polyester piping make this bag 
particularly robust. In case the bag is not used, it can be stored in a 
space-saving manner.

 textile/polyester/felt   260 x 135 x 165 mm
 transfer printing (≤ 5C, 50 x 90 mm)

480 x 275 x 230 mm
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Car Organiser "Tidy Two" 
Organiseur de voiture "Tidy Two" 08032 

Keeps everything ship-shape. High, two-pocket bag for your car boot 
and for carrying your shopping. With 2 main compartments, 2 handles 
and 2 net pockets at the front. Folds up flat and thus saves space. 
Very stable thanks to reinforced insertable bottom in each pocket.

 textile/polyester   550 x 330 x 260 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 130 x 100 mm)

Car Organizer "Storage" 
Car Organizer "Storage" 08089 

Keeps everything in place. High bag for transporting the shopping and 
other things in the car. With 2 main compartments, 2 side compart-
ments and 2 carrying loops. This practical bag is foldable and can 
therefore be stored in space-saving manner. Very stable thanks to the 
two removable and reinforced bottom inserts.

 textile/polyester   450 x 375 x 370 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, ø 100 x 150 x 120 mm)

Can be folded rather flat.

Stable in shape.
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Furry teddy bear "Oskar" with scarf 
Nounours en peluche "Oskar" portant une 
écharpe 08383 

Sitting cuddly toy in the shape of a bear with scarf for the advertising 
print. Mouth and nose are sewn with brown yarn, the glossy eyes are 
made from black plastics. Particularly cuddly because of the longer 
PV fur fabric.

 textile/PV plush   230 x 190 x 190 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 15 x 60 mm)
 0+

Furry teddy bear "Bruno" with scarf 
Nounours en peluche "Bruno" portant une 
écharpe 08387 

Brown teddy bear made from super soft Velboa fur fabric with scarf 
for the advertising print. Mouth and nose are sewn with black yarn, 
the glossy eyes are made from two-coloured plastics. Inside the but-
tock of the bear, there is a small bag of grains so that it can sit well.

 textile/plush   300 x 170 x 260 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 60 x 15 mm)
 0+

Furry teddy bear „Oskar“ available also without scarf. 
Art.: 08381

Furry teddy bear „Bruno“ available also without scarf. 
Art.: 08385

Extremely soft & cuddly  
due to the longer plush

With scarf for  
advertising print
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Keyring pendant "Belfast" round 
Porte-clé "Belfast", rond 09996 

Round, elegant pendant in synthetic leather with polished stainless 
steel platelets on the front and back in trendy gun grey. The stable 
metal keyring with in glossy gun grey matches the colour.

 plastic/leatherette   80 x 38 x 5 mm
 laser engraving (≤ 1C, ø 25 mm)

Keyring pendant "Belfast" square 
Porte-clé "Belfast", rectangulaire 09995 

Stylish, even at the keyring. Great pendant in synthetic leather with 
polished stainless steel platelets on the front and back in trendy gun 
grey. The stable metal keyring with in glossy gun grey matches the 
colour.

 plastic/leatherette   90 x 30 x 5 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 15 x 30 mm), laser engraving (≤ 1C, 15 x 35 mm)

Key pendant "Pocket Bottle" 
Porte clés "Flasque" 09574 

Mini flat man with metal carabiner.

 metal   110 x 40 x 20 mm
 laser engraving (≤ 1C, 27 x 35 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 37 x 27 mm)

Keyring pendant "Belfast" oval 
Porte-clé "Belfast", ovale 09997 

Elegant, oval pendant in synthetic leather with polished stainless 
steel platelets on the front and back in trendy gun grey. The stable 
metal keyring with in glossy gun grey matches the colour.

 plastic/leatherette   90 x 30 x 5 mm
 laser engraving (≤ 1C, 10 x 35 mm)
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First Aid Kit "Box", large 
Kit de premiers soins "Box", grand 05073 

Plastic box with 2 click fasteners, full of quality articles. Plasters, first 
aid dressings, plaster strips, bandage packs, compresses, immovable 
bandage, small pair of scissors, disposable gloves.

 plastic/PP   180 x 125 x 45 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 130 x 80 mm), IMould (4C, 136 x 193 mm)

First Aid Kit "Bag", small 
Kit de premiers soins "Bag", petit 08513 

Practical polyester bag with handle, 2 interior pockets and all-round 
zipper. Full of quality articles. Plasters, first aid dressings, plaster 
strips, compresses, immovable bandage, small pair of scissors, 
disposable gloves.

 textile/polyester   165 x 120 x 50 mm
 transfer printing (≤ 5C, 60 x 50 mm)

First Aid Kit "Bag", large 
Kit de premiers soins "Bag", grand 08512 

Polyester bag with 3 transparent interior pockets and all-round zipper. 
Full of quality articles. Plasters, first aid dressings, plaster strips, 
bandage packs, compresses, immovable bandage, small pair of 
scissors, disposable gloves.

 textile/polyester   145 x 210 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 60 x 110 mm), transfer printing (≤ 5C, 60 x 110 mm)

First Aid Kit "Box", small 
Kit de premiers soins "Box", petit 05072 

Plastic box with 1 click fastener, full of quality articles. Plasters, first 
aid dressings, plaster strips, compresses, immovable bandage, small 
pair of scissors, disposable gloves.

 plastic/PP   125 x 85 x 40 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 100 x 60 mm)
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Hot stone set "Deluxe" 
Pierre de massage set "Deluxe" 08925 

9 basalt massage stones in different sizes, 3 of them provided with 
laser engraving. After heating in hot water, the stones provide warmth 
for a long time. Packed in a cloth bag with drawcord.

 textile/sateen   170 x 145 x 15 mm
 transfer printing (≤ 5C, 100 x 100 mm)

Hand towel "Triton" 
Serviette "Triton" 06396 

Pure white hand towel made of 100% cotton (terry cloth). With narrow 
decorative border at the top and bottom. Fabric quality: 400g/m²

 textile/cotton   1400 x 680 mm
 sublimation printing (4C, 710 x 1410 mm)

Massage device "Relaxation" 
Appareil de massage "Relaxation" 05224 

Head massage device with anodised aluminium handle and flexible 
massage rods made of stainless steel with rounded ends for a plea-
sant sensation. Goosebumps and relaxation due to stimulation of the 
scalp. Just try it - it works. Handle 85 mm and rods 170 mm.

 metal/steel   ø 90 x 250 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 1C, 40 x 5 mm)
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Gel heating pad "Square" 
Coussin magique "Carré" 06171 

Provides approx. 15 minutes of optimum heat at up to 50°C due to 
crystallisation of the liquid content when the metal plate is folded. 
Recharge by placing in boiling for 10 minutes after use. Reusable up 
to 1000 times.

 plastic/PVC   98 x 98 x 15 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 50 x 50 mm)

Gel heating pad "Heart" 
Chaufferette "Coeur" 06162 

Provides approx. 15 minutes of optimum heat at up to 50°C due to 
crystallisation of the liquid content when the metal plate is folded. 
Recharge by placing in boiling for 10 minutes after use. Reusable up 
to 1000 times.

 plastic/PVC   110 x 115 x 10 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 40 x 40 mm)

Gel heating pad "Bear" 
Coussin magique "Ours" 06165 

Provides approx. 15 minutes of optimum heat at up to 50°C due to 
crystallisation of the liquid content when the metal plate is folded. 
Recharge by placing in boiling for 10 minutes after use. Reusable up 
to 1000 times. Including contour imprint.

 plastic/PVC   140 x 105 x 10 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, 45 x 30 mm)

Gel heating pad "Round" 
Coussin magique "Rond" 06187 

Provides approx. 15 minutes of optimum heat at up to 50°C due to 
crystallisation of the liquid content when the metal plate is folded. 
Recharge by placing in boiling for 10 minutes after use. Reusable up 
to 1000 times.

 plastic/PVC   ø 95 x 10 mm
 screen print (≤ 1C, ø 50 mm)

You can find more gel heat cushions in our online shop.
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Prototyping/3D Dummies

... to the finished promotional item!We bring your products to life!
From the first idea ...

Idea
You have an idea for a unique 
promotional item?

We assist you in realising your custom 
idea in record time. Our specialists 
in the individual areas take care of all 
steps for a smooth production process!

All we need is your idea and the 
requirements for your series.

Visualisation
In the first step, we make 
your idea visible.

We create a 3D visualisation that 
is ready for presentation. We can 
provide a complete presentation or 
images in 300 dpi. On request, we can 
integrate a rotatable 3D view in your 
PDF presentation. The file is kept as 
small as possible in order to enable 
you to receive the data by e-mail.

3D Dummy
The presentation was well received, but 
certain details still need to be clarified 
or your customer has difficulties 
envisaging the function and properties?

We can provide you with tangible proof!

The latest 3D printing technology enables 
us to create your product idea from scratch. 
Thanks to the new FDM-technology our 3D 
printer is able to print various colours using 
real thermoplastic ABSplus-plastic. 
We make your ideas tangible - in 
high quality or in high speed when time 
is crucial. Such a model is perfectly 
suitable as a prototype for testing 
functions as well as feasibility.

We materialise your ideas! 
 
3D Dummy Details
Realistic look & feel

Virtually any shape possible

Fast from the idea to the sample in 1 week

Inexpensive on request

... to 3D visualisation, dummy 
creation, and mould creation ...
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Material: PE

Material: SAN

Material: ABS

Material: PP

Material: PS

Material: TRITAN

Material Science

 
Polyethylene (PE): Soft, unbreakable material with good flexural strength and good 
resistance to cold temperatures. Furthermore, it features a smooth and shiny surface. 

Polypropylene (PP): Substantially harder, stronger and thermally more resistant than PE. 
It is odourless and physiologically safe. 

Polystyrene (PS): Hard, impact-resistant and odourless plastic with shiny surface. Can be produced  
in transparent version and in many colours, however, it is only restrictedly heat resistant. 

Acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (ABS): ABS is a hard, break-proof material which can  
be produced in transparent and coloured versions. High thermal stability. 

Styrene-acrylonitrile (SAN): An evolution of PS. Stiff, resistant material with
shiny surface. Can be produced in transparent and coloured versions.

Tritan: Excellent appearance and clarity. Its most outstanding features are excellent toughness,  
stability, and heat resistance. It is odourless and BPA-free.
  
All materials except tritan are customisable with many different colours 
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Biological plastics are plastics from grown raw materials as well as biodegradable plastics.  
The main material for organic based plastics are cellulose and starch. The plastics are  
produced from corn, wheat, potatoes as well as cotton. These plastics, in contrast to that  
conventional plastics such as polypropylen, polystyrene, polyethylen etc., are biodegradable.  
They are used for packaging foil, disposable dishes and cutlery, as well as bottles.

Biological Plastics

Recycling material consists of plastic refuse that occurs in production as well as through  
regular refuse circulation. These plastics are gathered by sort and ground in to granulate.  
Depending on the technical characteristics of the base material, certain products can be  
produced with recycling material.

Every year, approximately 8 million tons of plastic waste are disposed off into the oceans of this world.  
This has consequences for our waters and their inhabitants. In order to counteract the huge amounts  
of waste, the durable material is collected by hand along the beaches or with special ships, then it is  
grounded and reprocessed to recycled plastic material. This allows to produce new products that  
require only a small percentage of new raw materials. Using the so-called „Ocean Plastics“ saves  
resources and reduces environmental impact. 

Recycling Material

Ocean Plastic

Material Science
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Packaging

Flowpack
Your advantages
• Regardless of the product and its dimensions, 
   an optimal packaging result is achieved by 
   means of heat and cold sealing, metallized, 
   paper-coated and composite films
• Numerous options such as perforation for 
   easy opening or printing marks for printed foils
• Product feed is achieved manually 
   or automatically by means of a  
   transport chain with equal or irregular 
   distances via high-speed clocking

Technical data
• Aperture width: 10-120 mm (optionally 220 mm)
• Aperture height: max. 60 mm
• Product length: 40 - 300 mm
• 120 steps/min.

Side sealing machine
The side sealing machine uses polyethylene 
and polyolefin foils. Polyolefin foil can 
be shrunk tightly around the product.

Blister / folding blister
Ask us about the possibilities
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Raw material granulate

Injection molding
production

Packaging e.g. inside the
FlowPack

Metal detector ensures that
no metal parts are inside the

product

UV disinfection system kills
germs on the surface of

the item

Final quality inspection
before packaging the item

inside the carton

Packaging on pallets,
shipping and/or storage

Mechanical Safety

Tensile tests according to the
Toy Standard EN 71, Part 1

Testing with small parts cylinder to
determine the presence of small
parts the could be swallowed.

Quality Requirements

Tightness test Load test
Endurance test for bags

Heavy Metals

X-ray fluorescence pistol
Detection of 30 heavy metals

Nickel rapid test
Test to check if nickel is released
from the metal composite.

Product Safety

We set ourselves high standards for the safety and quality  
of our products. Be it in-company or external production, all  
products are tested for their mechanical safety and for internally  
defined quality requirements in our own testing laboratory.  
With the X-ray fluorescence pistol and the nickel rapid test we 
determine the presence of harmful heavy metals inside the items.

There are also test that can not be performed at our company.  
We assign these tests to accredited testing institutes such as  
Hermes Hansecontrol, Eurofins, TÜV Rheinland, LGA, Intertek or SGS.

Quality control for in-house production
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Thanks to our high-quality finishing machines, we can apply 
your logo or imprint to our advertising articles.

Note! Please note the maximum printing area of the articles prior to layout. In some cases,  
various positions are possible. Refer to the printing group for the printing price per motif.  
For general information on finishing options and costs, please refer to our current price list.

UV-digital print 
 
Your advertising message
 » on the entire surface
 » high-resolution
 » photo realistic
 » cost-saving

The UV-digital print is a high-class and 
expressive option of implementing your motif 
in a photorealistic but low-budget way. We will 
be happy to run custom designs for you! 

IMould 
 
Your advertising message
 » Short delivery periods
 » Budget prices
 » High-resolution photograph quality
 » No pre-production costs for a 

minimum quantity of 1,000

IMould finishing is a high-class and expressive 
option of implementing your motif in a 
photorealistic but low-budget way. We will 
be happy to run custom designs for you!

Laser marking
Your benefits
 » permanent and precise results
 » variable characters and graphics 

of any type and size

Your Data
 » Vectorised logos and lettering
 » best as AI or EPS file (JPG 

formats not supported)
 » 1-colour black surface without 

contours or lines

What? Metal articles, labels, 
special plastic parts

Colours various colour effects depending 
on the underlying layer of the article

Batch size 6,000 pieces per day

Display lasering
Max laserman puts your logo in your 
customer‘s view. On request, we can engrave 
your pocket calculators or watches in displays. 

CO2-Laser processing
Our CO2 laser engraves your wood, 
textiles or plastics with a haptic effect.

Your data files as 1-color vector or grey 
scale (as high contrast as possible).

Finishing

Your benefits
 » Robust finishing in perfect photo quality
 » Smooth reproduction of continuous tone originals
 » Low prices - even for small print runs
 » Easy to send your visuals by email
 » No lithography, printing plates and prepress costs
 » Possible for plastic articles with a flat surface

Your data Your motif on 1:1 scale 
as of 300 dpi (or vectors)

What? Plastic articles with a flat surface

Colours 4C Euroscale (digital printing)

Your motif Raster images 
and line drawings

The range is being 
continuously expanded.

Your benefit
 » Robust finishing in perfect photo quality
 » Smooth reproduction of continuous 

tone originals
 » Low prices - even for small print runs
 » Easy to send your visuals by email
 » No lithography, printing plates 

and prepress costs
 » Possible for plastic article with a flat 

surface 

Your Data Your motif on 1:1 scale 
as of 300 dpi (or vectors) 
 
What? Plastic articles with a flat surface –  
e.g. storage boxes, trays, sledges, flying discs 
 
Colours 4C Euroscale (digital printing), 
custom colours in motif 
possible as of 3,000 units

Your motif Raster images and line drawings

 » continuous tone up to 3,000 
units (digital printing)

 » 60 screen setting as of 3,000 units (150 lpi)
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Doming
Doming is an advertising option with a high 
attention factor. The separate layer of resin 
applied to the product creates the dome, 
which gives the image or logo a 3D effect.  
This layer not only protects the image or 
logo against direct UV radiation and splash 
water, utility also prevents your advertising 
wearing off or becoming scratched. Doming 
can be implemented in many shapes (no 
sharp corners) and sizes, and are also well 
suited for smaller batches. This printing 
method makes it possible to reproduce 
motifs in a photorealistic and good quality.

What? Articles with small indentations 
– e.g. zippers, key fobs

Colours 4C Euroscale (digital printing)
custom colours in motif on request.

For more information on doming, 
please contact our sales team

Sublimation printing
Your benefits
 » Robust finishing in perfect photo quality
 » Smooth reproduction of continuous 

tone originals
 » Easy to send your visuals by email
 » No lithography, printing plates 

and prepress costs
 » Dishwasher safe

Your data Your motif on 1:1 
scale at 300 dpi (or vectors)

What? Bottles, cups, mousepads, puzzles

Colours 4C Euroscale (digital printing)

Batch size 4,000 prints per day

Hot embossing
Your benefits
 » scratch-proof printing
 » large range of colours

What? flat surfaces e.g. 
shopping cat chips, flyers 
 
Colours various colours effects 
in glossy metallic look 
 
Batch size 30,000 prints per day

Your motif line drawings

Blind embossing
Creates a two-dimensional relief effect. 
Suitable for articles with a flat surface.

Transfer printing
Your benefits
 » great coverage on dark material

What? Textiles, cotton, nylon, mixed 
fabrics, e.g. t-shirts, rucksacks

Colours unlimited choice of colours

Batch size 20,000 prints per day 

Your motif Raster and line motifs 

Screen width 24 dots/cm

Please note! Depending on your original, 
we may need to use a white underlay 
or transparent adhesive underlay.

You will also be billed for 
pressing on the transfers.

Tampo pad print
Your benefits
 » very fine details printable
 » uneven surfaces printable

What? Uneven parts e.g. parts 
with indentations.Convex surfaces 
e.g. ballpoints, yo-yos.

Colours maximum 5-colour

Batch size 20,000 prints per day

Your motif Raster and line drawings

Screen width 60 dots/cm

Please note! Limited covering capacity, 
little mechanical resilience of printed motif.

Screen print
Your benefits
 » printed motif is highly resilient

What? Flat and straight surfaces e.g. flyers. 
Cylindrical to slightly conical 
shapes e.g. bottles.

Colours up to 6-colours (carousel)

Batch size 30,000 prints per day 

Your motif Raster and line images

Screen width 24 screen setting (60 lpi)

Note! All screens are deleted 
after completion of order.
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Bezeichnung Artikel Seite Gruppe VPE

Aluminium bottle 
"2Tone" 0.6 l, matte 08869 30 L3 48

Aluminium Bottle 
"Sporty-2Tone" 
gungrey 0.6 l

08871 30 L3 48

Aluminium Bottle 
"Sporty-2Tone" 
white 0.6 l

08872 30 L3 48

Aluminium bottle 
"Sporty" 0.3 l 09973 28 DC 24

Aluminium bottle 
"Sporty" 0.6 l 09975 28 DC 48

Aluminium Bottle 
"Sporty" 0.6 l matte 09992 28 DC 48

Backpack "Auckland" 08357 60 DC 20

Backpack 
"Curvature" 07554 61 DC 40

Backpack "Journey" 09112 62 RC 25

Bag scales "Lift Up" 08283 58 DB 40

Barbecue "Braai" 07056 46 6

Barbecue set 
"Starter" 09887 46 L3 10

Barbecue 
utensils "Broil" 09261 48 L4 20

BBQ Set "Outdoor" 09875 47 L2 4

BBQ Set "Profi" 09851 47 L3 4

Beach bag "Miami 
Beach" large 09479 66 DD 30

Beach bag "Miami 
Beach" medium 09488 66 DC 50

Beach bag "Miami 
Beach" small 09469 66 DC 70

Beach chair 
"Chillout Deluxe" 08808 50 SG 2

Beach chair 
"Chillout" 08494 50 SG 1

Beach chair "Classy" 09278 51 DC 50

Beach chair "Piccola" 08884 51 L3 150

Beach chair "Recreo" 08885 51 L3 50

Beaker "Barrel" 09998 36 L2 36

Beaker "Cuba" 
with handle 08951 20 DB 48

Beaker "Cuba" 
without handle 08952 20 DC 48

Beaker "Eco" 09303 6 DC 60

Beaker "Eco" small 09305 7 DC 60

Bento box "Mitaka" 09081 10 DC 36

Bento box "Narita" 09080 10 DC 60

Boston Shaker 0.7 l 09258 42 DC 25

Bottle bag "Felt" 07448 69 TBS 40

Bottle Cooler 
"Lucent" 09572 41 DC 18

Bottle insulator 
"Vince" 05254 41 DC 12

Bumbag "Journey" 09115 65 RA 200

Camping chair 
"Cross-Country" 06369 49 TBS 6

Bezeichnung Artikel Seite Gruppe VPE

Car Organiser 
"Tidy Two" 08032 70 DC 20

Car Organizer 
"Storage" 08089 70 DC 20

Carry bag 
"Roll-Up", large 06106 67 DC 30

Carry bag "Roll-Up", 
medium 06105 67 DC 50

Carry bag 
"Roll-Up", small 06104 67 DC 50

Cereal beaker 
"Spoon" 09593 13 DB 50

Cereal beaker 
"To Go" 09967 13 DB 50

Cereal bowl "Eco" 09301 6 DC 24

Cereal box "Cereal" 04777 9 IM 15

Coaster "Slate" round 08551 15 L3 36

Coaster "Slate" 
square 08552 15 L3 36

Coffee mug "Eco" 09304 6 DC 48

Coffee mug 
"Eco" small 09306 7 DC 48

Coffee mug "Le Café" 08961 37 DC 24

Coffee mug 
"Medano" 08998 32 DC 50

Coffee mug 
"Premium" 04576 37 IM 48

Coffee mug 
"Premium" small 04578 37 IM 72

Coffee mug 
"Premium" small 
with sleeve

04579 37 RA 60

Coffee mug 
"Premium" 
with sleeve

04575 37 RA 48

Compass "Dover" 09319 53 LB 150

Condiments set 
"Bamboo" 06375 18 DB 12

Cookie cutter 
set "Tasty" 06801 38 DB 160

Cool bag "BBQ", 
with barbecue 09888 46 TAM 6

Cooling basket 
"Thermo" 08448 69 DD 10

Cooling box 
"Fresh", large 09169 49 DC 15

Cooling box 
"Fresh", small 09168 49 DC 30

Cooling cuff 
"Cork", large 09163 44 DC 50

Cooling cuff 
"Cork", small 09164 44 DC 100

Cooling cuff "Style" 09292 44 DC 50

Cooling cuff 
"Vogar", large 09165 43 DC 50

Cooling cuff 
"Vogar", small 09167 43 DC 100

Cutting board 
"Burano" 08376 16 CD 10

Cutting board 
"Woody" round, XXL 08364 16 CD 30

Bezeichnung Artikel Seite Gruppe VPE

Director's chair "Star" 06110 51 L2 25

Drinking bottle "3in1" 09073 23 DC 36

Drinking bottle 
"Acqua" tritan 09952 22 DC 48

Drinking bottle 
"Atlanta" 08953 25 DC 30

Drinking bottle 
"Austin" 08927 25 DC 20

Drinking bottle 
"Denver" Tritan 08705 25 DC 48

Drinking bottle 
"Frutto" 0,5 l, tritan 09493 21 DC 48

Drinking bottle 
"Frutto" 0,8 l, tritan 09954 21 DC 48

Drinking bottle 
"Guard" 0.5 l 09978 22 DC 60

Drinking bottle 
"Ice bottle" 0.55 l 09977 22 DC 60

Drinking bottle "Ice 
bottle", 0.35 l 09976 22 DC 60

Drinking bottle 
"Kansas" 09951 26 DC 50

Drinking bottle 
"Magnum" Tritan 08919 24 DC 24

Drinking bottle 
"Maverick" Tritan 08458 24 DC 24

Drinking bottle 
"Portland" 08930 23 DC 40

Drinking Bottle 
"School" 0.4 l 09280 27 DB

Drinking Bottle 
"School" 0.7 l 09281 27 DC

Drinking Bottle 
"School" 1.0 l 09282 27 DC

Drinking bottle 
"Squeeze" 08928 26 DC 30

Drinking cup "On 
The Way" 0.45 l" 07173 20 DB 48

Drinking cup "Shot" 09262 42 L4 500

Étui "gilet fluorescent 
de sécurité" 09059 57 TA 500

First Aid Kit 
"Bag", large 08512 74 DC 60

First Aid Kit 
"Bag", small 08513 74 TAM 100

First Aid Kit 
"Box", large 05073 74 DB 50

First Aid Kit 
"Box", small 05072 74 DB 120

Fleece blanket "Polar" 09957 49 TDS 6

Folding box 
"Fresh", large 09160 49 DD 15

Furry teddy 
bear "Bruno" 08385 72 60

Furry teddy bear 
"Bruno" with scarf 08387 72 DC 60

Furry teddy 
bear "Oskar" 08381 72 90

Furry teddy bear 
"Oskar" with scarf 08383 72 DC 90

Gel heating 
pad "Bear" 06165 76 DC 100
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Bezeichnung Artikel Seite Gruppe VPE

Gel heating 
pad "Heart" 06162 76 DC 100

Gel heating pad 
"Round" 06187 76 DC 100

Gel heating pad 
"Square" 06171 76 DC 100

Grain wood board 
"Salerno" 08375 16 CE 4

Hand towel "Triton" 06396 75 SG 30

Handcart "Crease" 08365 53 DD 1

Hang Flip "Round" 09944 58 L2 200

Hot stone set 
"Deluxe" 08925 75 TBM 48

Ice cube box 
"Professional" 04899 41

Ice scraper "Crystal" 
with glove 06004 56 TA 50

Ice scraper "Easy" 
with glove 06241 56 DB 100

Ice scraper "Ice 
witch" with glove 06242 56 DB 100

Insulated Bottle 
"Nevada" 09455 33 L2 25

Insulated bottle 
"Toronto" 09407 29 DC 30

Insulated Mug "Allan" 09906 34 L3 25

Insulated mug 
"Coffee-2Tone" 08875 35 L3 24

Insulated Mug 
"Colombia" 09991 36 LD 100

Insulated mug 
"Diamond" 06108 35 L2 30

Insulated Mug 
"Kansas" 09949 34 DB 25

Insulated Mug 
"Melange" 06654 36 LD 25

Insulated Mug 
"Swing" 09903 34 DE 60

Insulated Mug 
"Tennessee" 09904 32 DC 50

Insulated Mug 
"Tennessee" 09905 32 DC 60

Insulated Mug 
"To Go" 09886 34 DB 48

Insulated mug 
"Travel" 08675 36 DC 25

Kettle grill "Baco" 09096 46 CB 4

Key pendant 
"Pocket Bottle" 09574 73 L2 500

Keyring pendant 
"Belfast" oval 09997 73 L1 200

Keyring pendant 
"Belfast" round 09996 73 L1 200

Keyring pendant 
"Belfast" square 09995 73 DB 200

Keyring pendant 
"Belfast" square 09995 73 DB 200

Kitchen timer 
"Expert" 07043 38 DB 48

Luggage scales 
"Voyage" 08287 58 DC 20

Bezeichnung Artikel Seite Gruppe VPE

Lunch box 
"Aluminium" 08456 11 DB 24

Lunch box "Metallic" 08457 11 DB 24

MAG-LITE® 
"Mini AA" 09981 54 L2 72

MAG-LITE® set "Mini 
+ Swiss Army Knife" 09083 54 DB 72

Massage device 
"Relaxation" 05224 75 DB 100

Multi-functional 
Backpack "Journey" 09113 63 RA 20

Parking disc 
"Display Cleaner" 07629 56 DB 200

Picnic backpack 
"Meadow" 08075 48 DC 8

Picnic bag "Meadow" 08076 48 DD 4

Rucksack "Picnic 
Deluxe" 08028 48 TAM 4

Rucksack "Seattle" 08389 60 DC 50

Safety vest "Kids" 09053 57 TDM 100

Salad bowl "To Go" 07888 12 DB 30

Salad shaker "To Go" 07879 12 DC 24

Serving Board 
"Siena", large 09454 17 CB 10

Serving Board 
"Siena", small 09453 17 C 20

Serving plate 
"Slate" large 08554 15 L3 20

Serving plate 
"Slate" medium 08553 15 L3 30

Serving plate 
„Slate“ rectangle 08792 14 LC 30

Serving Tray 
"Salo", large 09451 17 CB

Serving Tray 
"Salo", small 09452 17 UC

Serving Tray 
"Savona", large 09460 18 L3

Serving Tray 
"Savona", small 09461 18 L3

Shaker "Protein" 04456 19 DC 40

Shaker "Tropical" 
0.5 l 09259 42 DB 48

Shopping Bag 
"Journey" 09114 64 RD 50

Shopping basket 
"Silandre" 08402 68 DD 10

Shopping basket 
"Silandre" 08446 68 DD 10

Shopping 
basket "Vigo" 08451 68 DD 9

Shoulder bag 
"Curvature" 09195 61 DC 40

Shoulder bag 
"Subli" medium 09415 66 SE 50

Shoulder bag 
"Subli" small 09414 66 SD 100

Sledge "Seat" 01836 52 DC 20

Snack bowls 
"Bamboo" 06378 18 DB 12

Bezeichnung Artikel Seite Gruppe VPE

Snack cup "Eco" 09302 6 DC 36

Snow glider "Olymp" 01837 52 DC 15

Spice Mill "Spice" 09467 38 L2 48

Sports bag "Power" 07548 61 TBS 8

Spread knife 
"Merano" - melamine 08660 38 DB 200

Spread knife 
"Merano" 
- Polyamide

07724 38 DB 200

Spread knife 
"Merano" - 
stainless steel

08661 38 L2 100

Storage box "Hot 
and cold" 05200 9 DC

Storage box "School 
Box" deluxe, with 
compartment divider

05297 8 DC 40

Storage box "School 
Box" deluxe, without 
separating sleeve

05296 8 DC 40

Storage jar 
"Cube" deluxe 05299 8 DB 48

Storage jar "Cube" 
deluxe, with 
compartment divider

05301 8 DB 48

Storage jar "Eco" 08751 7 DC 50

Storage jar 
"Silicone" big 09594 11 DC 40

Storage jar 
"Silicone" small 09595 11 DC 60

Storage jar "Square" 09968 11 DB 36

Thermos bottle 
"Magnum" 08920 28 DC 24

Thermos bottle 
"Vakuum" 0.5 
l, painted

09492 32 L3 20

Toilet bag "Care" 08369 59 DC 50

Toilet bag "Traveler" 08368 59 DC 50

Toiletry Bag 
"Journey" 09110 64 RB 80

Traffic safety jacket 
"Standard" case 09404 57 TAL 100

Traffic safety jacket 
"Standard" poly bag 09004 57 TAL 100

Traffic safety 
jacket "Standard" 
set of 5 in case

09060 57 20

Travel bag 
"Curvature" 07552 61 DD 20

Travel Bag "Journey" 09111 65 TD 20

Tray "Gastro-Expert 
360" 05116 40 IM 10

Tray "Gastro-Pro 
360" 05069 40 IM 10

Tray "Profi 320" 05099 41 IM 10

Waiter's money 
pouch "Bistro" 08298 42 DC 40

Wine carry bag "Felt" 07449 69 TBM 100

Wooden sledge 
"Snow" large 08851 52 36

Wooden sledge 
"Snow" small 08850 52 50
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Guidelines

Toys
All toys offered correspond to the European Directive 2009/48/
EU on the Safety of Toys and to the standard series EN 71.

On account of its functions, dimensions, characteristic features, 
properties or other reasons, toys may be 
unsuitable or dangerous for children at a certain age.

In order to improve the safety, cautions have been added to the 
toys, which inform the user of which potential hazard may be 
produced by the toy.

Below please find the cautions which apply to  
individual articles. The articles offered have small figures 
which correspond to the cautions mentioned.

1. WARNING! Not suitable for children under 3 years  
       because of swallowable small parts. Suffocation hazard.   

2. WARNING! Not suitable for children under 3 years.  
       Risk of injury caused by long string. 

3. WARNING! Not suitable for children under 3 years.  
       Risk of injury caused by long string. Do not use near  
       overhead power lines or during thunderstorms. 

4. WARNING! To be used under the direct supervision  
       of an adult. Not suitable for children under three years.  
       Danger of falling! Practice using the snow glider in a flat,  
       safe area as it requires skill in steering and braking.  
       Only use by one person at a time. 

5. WARNING! Only to be used in water in which the  
       child is within its depth and under adult supervision. This       
       is no swimming aid. It is no protection against drowning! 

6. WARNING! Do not aim at eyes or face. 

7. WARNING! To be used under the direct super vision  
       of an adult. Liquid can be swallowed!   

8. WARNING! Due to the function, pencil sharpener has a       
       sharp edge. Danger of injury! 

9. WARNING! Not suitable for the transport of children! 

10. WARNING! Risk of strangulation! Long cord.  
       Adult supervision is necessary

1+ to 6+  
All data with „+“ are an age recommendation or may 
be considered pedagogical information.

Sports article
Fan article 
Deco article
The sports articles, fan articles and decorative articles on  
offer in this catalogue are sold as such.
To avoid any confusion with toys, these articles are  
marked with the following label.

SPORT „Sports article - no toy!“
FAN „Fan article - no toy!“
DECO „Decorative article - no toy!“ 

Due to the size of some articles, these label cannot  
always be attached directly to the article.
The realisation is possible in various variants at different prices: 

 » Packing of the article in a poly bag
 » Label

The decision, which variant should be realised, has to be 
taken by the customer. If the customer dispenses with the  
labelling, this fact has to be confirmed in writing. 

For corresponding information, please refer to our offers or get 
in touch with us directly.

Reach
All articles offered correspond to the European Directive 
1907/2006 on Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and  
Restriction of Chemicals.
The target of the EU is to produce and use chemicals by 
2010 in such a way that detrimental effects on human health 
and the environment are kept as low as possible.

Customer information

This is to confirm in keeping with Article 59 (1, 10) of the EU 
Directive 1907/2006 (REACh) that the articles we have 
supplied do not contain substances  of the candidate lists of a 
percentage by mass of more than 0.1 percent.
We obligate ourselves to regularly harmonise our 
products to the substances indicated in the candidate list in 
keeping with the REACh directive.
As soon as we find out that our products require notification in 
keeping with Article 33, you will be notified of our own accord, 
and we will take suitable measures in individual cases.

As of: August 2018
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General information
Please understand, that we do not have the articles in all colours of our standard colours on
stock. Ask our sales team, which colours are on stock at the moment, the minimum quantities and
the extra price for a special colour. We solely print with physiological harmless inks. The disposal
of the inks and screens are done in a closed system. The screens are recycled after use due to
technical reasons. We create and charge a new screen, on repeat orders.

For printing, we require reproduction capable black and white artwork or a correct sided film
1:1, with transfer printing the opposite side. Image editing/data carrier exchange, see catalogue. If it’s
necessary to change your artwork, respectively films with more colours, we will charge litho costs.
We will inform you before we make any changes, and will do so upon your approval.
We have the possibility to create your individual layout. This will be charged accordingly. An exact
reproduction of the required colour tone is subject to the colour and the material of the article.
Dark surfaces may need to be under laid with white.

General information
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More than Products ...

You are looking for promotional merchandising 
 that inspires? As one of the leading suppliers of  
promotional articles, we are your specialist for

// Consultation // Conception // Production
// Importation // Branding // Distribution

of promotional merchandise of all sorts.

With much experience, considerable commitment  
and optimal technical facilities, we offer you  

the best conditions for your success  
with your campaigns.
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